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Statement of Disclaimer 
This project report is a result of a class assignment; it has been graded and accepted as fulfillment of the 
course requirements. Acceptance of this report in fulfillment of the course requirements does not imply 
technical accuracy or reliability. Any use of information in this report is done at the risk of the user. These 
risks may include, but may not be limited to, catastrophic failure of the device or infringement of patent 
or copyright laws. California Polytechnic State University at San Luis Obispo and its staff cannot be held 
liable for any use or misuse of the project. 
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Executive Summary 
The Permian Oil Plaza (POP) is a four story building located in Midland, TX.  This facility was designed to 
provide over 200,000 square feet of office space to approximately 500 employees.  The building was 
constructed of unprotected non-combustible (Type II-B) building materials and was completed in late 
2015.  An assessment of the building’s fire and life safety systems was performed to ensure these systems 
were designed and installed in a manner that meets, or exceeds, the intent of pertinent building codes 
and fire safety standards. This assessment included a prescriptive based analysis, as well as a 
performance-based analysis.  
The prescriptive based analysis revealed that the POP’s structural design, fire alarm and fire suppression 
systems meet respective codes requirements. While the majority of the building’s egress system was 
found to be in compliance, violations related to egress capacity and door encroachment were identified.   
Due to the presence of multiple assembly areas on the third floor, the third floor has a significantly higher 
total occupant load then the other floors.  The total occupant load of the third floor exceeds the floor’s 
total egress capacity.  This violates Section 1006.3 of the International Building Code.  In addition, Section 
7.2.1.4.3 of the Life Safety Code sets limitations on how far a door leaf can project into a path of egress.  
A door encroachment issue was observed in the North Building’s south exit passageway.  When opened, 
the stairwell’s door in this passageway significantly limits the clear width for occupants entering the exit 
passageway. 
The performance-based analysis included three test scenarios revolving around a Christmas tree fire in 
the building’s lobby/ atrium. Specific performance criteria related to visibility, temperature, heat flux and 
carbon monoxide were set to determine if the fire could create conditions that would adversely affect an 
occupant’s ability to evacuate safely.  The Available Safe Egress Time (ASET) and Required Safe Egress 
Time (RSET) were different for each test as they were based on parameters unique to each scenario.   
The minimum ASET for Test Scenario #1, #2 and #3 were calculated to be 245 seconds, 83 seconds and 
500 seconds, respectively.   No performance criteria was exceed for Test Scenario #1.  In Test Scenario #2, 
the RSET for visibility and temperature exceeded the ASET.  Only the RSET for visibility was exceeded in 
Test Scenario #3.  In conclusion, the RSET exceeded the ASET in two of the three performance tests 
indicating that all not all occupants would be able to evacuate safety. 
Based on the aforementioned findings, the following recommendations have been provided: 
1. Convert one of the assembly spaces on the third floor to office cubicles.  Converting even the 
smallest conference room (780 ft2) would reduce the floor’s overall occupant load enough to 
make the floor’s existing egress capacity compliant. 
2. Reconfigure door arrangement on first floor of north building to eliminate door encroachment 
issue.  
3. Revise the POP’s Fire Safety Management Plan (see Appendix 11) to include a restriction 
prohibiting the erection of cut Christmas Trees.   
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1.0   Introduction  
The Permian Oil Plaza (POP) is a four story building located in Midland, TX (see Figure 1).  This facility was 
designed to provide over 200,000 square feet of office space to approximately 500 employees.  The space 
consists of a North and South wing, as well as a Connector Building.  The North and South wing are 
primarily used for office space.  The first floor of the Connector Building houses the main lobby and an 
atrium that opens up to a study area on the second floor.  A conference center on the third/fourth floor 
of the Connector Building is used for large-scale meetings.  The building was constructed of unprotected 
non-combustible (Type II-B) building materials and was completed in late 2015.   
An assessment of POP’s fire and life safety systems was performed to ensure these systems were designed 
and installed in a manner that meets, or exceeds, the intent of pertinent building codes and fire safety 
standards. This assessment included a prescriptive based analysis, as well as a performance-based 
analysis. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Aerial View of POP Building  
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1.1   Occupancy Classification  
The POP’s occupancy classification is based upon the requirements of the 2012 Internal Building Code 
(IBC).  In accordance with this code, the intended use of each portion of the building was individually 
assessed and assigned an occupancy classification.  The majority of the building is used for office space 
and considered a Business Group B Occupancy.  
In addition to office space, the POP also has a large conference center or “Town Hall Room”.  The IBC 
allows gathering spaces with an occupant load of less than 50 persons or a room size less than 750 square 
feet that are accessory to another occupancy to be considered as a Business occupancy. [1] The Town Hall 
Room, as well as a handful of conference rooms, exceed these limitations. As a result, these areas are 
classified as Assembly Group A-3 (see Figure 2).  Appendix 4 provides additional details related to how 
each area is used. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. POP Occupancy Classification by Floor  
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1.1.1   Separation Requirements 
The IBC does not require separation between accessory occupancies and the main occupancy.  However, 
one of the requirements of an accessory occupancy is that the accessory shall not occupy more than 10 
percent of the floor area of the building story it is located on [1].  The Town Hall Room surpasses this 
restriction.  Consequently, it must be separated from adjacent occupancies by walls with an appropriate 
fire resistance rating in accordance with Table 508.4 (see Table 1).  Since the POP building is equipped 
throughout with an automatic sprinkler system the required separation distance between an assembly 
and business occupancy is permitted to be reduced from two hours to one hour.  
 
1.2   Construction Type  
In accordance with IBC, buildings must be classified into one of five construction types.  A building’s 
intended use/ occupancy, height, area and construction material all affect the required construction 
classification.  The construction classification will govern how a building is constructed and place various 
limitations on a building’s design.  However, some of these limitations can be reduced due to a building’s 
frontage and the installation of an automatic fire suppression system.  
A building’s frontage is a measurement of the percent of the building’s perimeter on a public way or open 
space.  Buildings with larger frontage factors are assumed to provide more accessibility to fire/ emergency 
responders.  An automatic fire suppression system is a fire protection device intended to autonomously 
mitigate/ extinguish a fire. 
Table 1. IBC Occupancy Separation Requirements 
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The following building characteristics were leveraged to 
determine the available construction types: 
 Building Height = 56’-6”   
 Number of Stories = 4 
 Area per Story = 52,447 ft2   
 Fully equipped with an automatic fire suppression 
system  
 Majority of building has access to a public way or open 
space (see Figure 3). 
In accordance with the 2012 IBC [1], a building’s height and area 
can be increased if the building is equipped throughout with an 
automatic sprinkler system.  A building’s allowable area per 
story can also be increased if more than 25 percent of the 
building’s perimeter is exposed to a public way or open space.  
Table 2 illustrates how these increases effected the types of construction permissible for the POP.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Overhead View of POP’s Frontage 
Table 2. Allowable Types of Construction for POP Based on Limitation Adjustments 
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As previously mentioned, portions of the POP are classified as an Assembly Occupancy.  However, the 
allowable building area and height are based on the main occupancy classification of Business.  If the 
building is not sprinklered, Construction Types II-B, III-B, V-A and V-B are not allowed due to height and 
number of stories limitations.  
If the building is sprinklered, an additional 20 feet can be added to the building’s maximum height, and 
the maximum number of stories can be increased by one [1].  After applying these increases, all 
construction types besides Type V-B are permitted.  Type V-B construction would not be acceptable for 
the POP due to number of stories and area limitations. 
The POP was ultimately constructed to Type II-B specifications.  Constructing the building to meet Type I 
requirements would have substantially increased construction costs.  The fire resistance rating 
requirements, and associated costs, were a deterrent from selecting any of the other permitted 
construction types identified above.   
2.0   Prescriptive Analysis 
According to Section 4.4.2.1 of NFPA 101 [2], a prescriptive-based life safety design must be in accordance 
with Chapters 1 - 4, Chapters 6 - 11, Chapter 43, as well as, applicable occupancy Chapters.  Since portions 
of the POP building are classified as either Business Occupancy Group B or Assembly Group A-3, the 
additional applicable Chapters are 38 – New Business and 12 – New Assembly Occupancies.  
Where specific requirements contained in Chapter 38 or Chapter 12 differ from general requirements 
contained in Chapters 1-4 and 6-11, the requirements of Chapter 38/ Chapter 12 must govern. 
The prescriptive approach in this project includes an analysis of the following issues/systems: 
 Fire Resistance;  
 Structure Design and Construction Materials; 
 Fire Detection, Alarm and Communication Systems; 
 Smoke Control; 
 Flammability; 
 Fire Suppression; and 
 Egress. 
2.1   Fire Resistance Requirements 
Due to POP’s Type II-B construction and separation distance, none of the building’s structural elements 
were required to meet a minimum fire resistance rating.  However, specific portions of the building must 
be separated from adjacent areas by fire resistive materials.  These areas include the following:  
 Stairwells (2 hour partition); 
 Elevator Shafts (2 hour partition); 
 Exit Passageways (2 hour Protection); and, 
 Town Hall Room (1 hour partition). 
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It is important to prevent the infiltration of 
fire/ smoke into vertical openings or “shaft 
enclosures” in order to reduce the 
probability of smoke spreading to other 
floors during a fire event.  The IBC 
considers both stairwells and elevator 
shafts to be shaft enclosures.  In 
accordance with IBC Section 713.4, “Shaft 
enclosures shall have a fire-resistance 
rating of not less than 2 hours where 
connecting four stories or more and not 
less than 1 hour where connecting less than 
four stories.”  Since the stairwells and 
elevator shafts in the POP connect four 
stories, they were constructed as fire 
barriers with a fire resistance rating of 2 
hours.   
Section 1022.1 of the IBC, prohibits the 
level of protection provided by an exit to 
be reduced until the point of exit 
discharge.  Exit passageways with a 2-hour 
fire-resistance rating were installed in the 
POP to facilitate a protected path of egress 
from any connected stairwell until arrival 
at the exit discharge.  
 A 1-hour fire rated separation barrier was required to separate the Town Hall Room (Assembly 
Occupancy) from the rest of the POP (Business Occupancy) due to reasons previously discussed in Section 
1.1.1 of this report.  In accordance with Section 1020 of IBC, the POP’s corridor walls were not required 
to have a fire-resistance rating since the building is equipped throughout with an automatic sprinkler 
system.  Figure 4 shows the locations of fire-rated barriers installed on the first floor of the POP. Similar 
illustrations for the remaining floors can be found in Appendix 1. 
2.1.1   Opening Protectives 
Openings in interior exit stairway enclosures shall be in compliance with IBC Section 716.  Table 716.5 (see 
Table 3) prescribes the required fire protection ratings for doors installed in interior exit stairways.  As 
previously discussed, stairwells and exit passageways in the POP building are required to have a fire-
resistance rating of 2 hours.  However, the doors protecting these enclosures are only required to have a 
fire protection rating of 1.5 hours.   
Opening protectives are often permitted to have a lower rating than that required for the fire barrier it is 
protecting.  This difference is due to the fact that fire test procedures for which the ratings are based are 
different for fire barriers and fire doors.  Fire barriers receive a fire resistance rating and fire doors receive 
Figure 4. Fire Rated Barriers & Exit Signage (1st Floor) 
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a fire protection rating.  Fire doors are also permitted to have a reduced rating because it is less likely that 
combustibles will be placed directly against a fire rated door because the opening must be clear in order 
to use the door.  Placing combustibles directly against a fire rated wall is more likely [3]. 
Section Summary - Fire Resistance 
Fire resistance is an important passive fire protection measure.  Components of the egress system, vertical 
openings, etc. need to be constructed in a manner to prevent the infiltration of fire/ smoke.  In accordance 
with the IBC, specific portions of the POP building were required to be separated from adjacent areas by 
fire resistive materials.  No deficiencies related to fire resistance were identified. 
POP’s structural design, as well as the construction materials used, were also evaluated against pertinent 
life safety codes, standards and guidelines.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 3. IBC Fire Protection Rating Requirements for Opening Protectives 
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2.2   Structure Design & Construction Materials 
The POP building is considered a Risk Category II structure and was designed accordingly.  The building 
has been designed to withstand wind pressures associated with a base wind speed of 90 MPH and a wind 
directionality factor of 0.85.  The floor system is intended to be capable of withstanding a concentrated 
load of 2000 pounds.  Figure 5 provides details on the structure’s design loads.  
 
 
2.2.1   Foundation 
The structure’s foundation is constructed with reinforced slab-on-grade concrete.  A #4 rebar mat spaced 
15 inches on center in each direction was installed two inches below the top of the slab for reinforcement.  
Shallow spread footings were used at column locations to help distribute the weight over more surface 
area.  These footings have been designed for an allowable bearing pressure of 3000 psf.   
2.2.2   Primary Structure 
The primary structure is made up of wide flange steel members 
conforming to ASTM A992.  A total of 44 columns (most common W12x72) 
support multiple beams (most common W24x55) and joists (most 
common W21x44).  Since the primary structure of this building was not 
required to meet a minimum fire resistance rating, none of the steel on 
the project received spray fireproofing.  However, some portions of 
interior columns were boxed with gypsum wallboard.  This was done for 
mainly aesthetic reasons.  Minimal fire resistance is provided to the 
columns because only portions of these members are protected (see 
Figure 6). 
 
Figure 5. POP Design Loads 
Figure 6. Column Partially 
Protected with Gypsum Wallboard 
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2.2.3   Floor & Roof Assemblies 
The floor and assemblies consist of a 2-inch composite steel deck topped with 3.5 inches of reinforced 
concrete resulting in an assembly that is a total of 5.5 inches thick.  The deck is made of 18 gauge cold 
formed steel conforming to ASTM A653 structural quality grade 40 and has a coating designation of G60.   
The resulting assembly theoretically has a fire resistance rating 
of 2 hours.  However, due diligence to ensure this rating was 
not jeopardized was only provided in areas that were required 
to have ceilings/ floors with a minimum fire resistance rating 
(i.e. exit passageways).  All penetrations in these areas were 
sealed to resist the spread of fire in a manner complying with 
ASTM E 814.  Penetrations in other parts of the building were 
sealed in a fashion that may temporally limit the transfer of 
smoke, but would unlikely be successful at preventing the 
spread of a fire if directly exposed (see Figure 7).  
2.2.4   Concrete Topping 
The floor/ roof assembly’s concrete topping was reinforced with 6x6 – W2.9xW2.9 welded wire fabric.  A 
minimum concrete cover of 2 inches was applied over the steel reinforcement.  The reinforcing steel is 
significantly more sensitive to high temperatures than concrete.  As steel’s temperature increases, its yield 
strength and modulus of elasticity decrease.  From a fire protection prospective, it is important to provide 
adequate concrete cover over the steel reinforcement.  Concrete’s low thermal conductivity properties 
help protect the steel from heat a fire could impose on the slab.   
The type of concrete used, normal weight concrete 
with a siliceous aggregate was designed to have a 
compressive strength of 3,500 psi.  Concrete’s fire 
resistance and thermal properties are effected by the 
type of concrete and aggregate used.  If light weight 
concrete was used, as opposed to normal weight 
concrete, the slab would be expected to have an 
increased resilience to elevated temperatures.  The 
use of a carbonate aggregate (as opposed to siliceous) 
could have improved the concrete’s strength- 
temperature relationship (see Figure 8).  
2.2.5   Exterior Walls 
The POP’s exterior walls were not required to have a 
minimum fire resistance rating.  Due to the building’s 
separation distance (30 feet or greater), no limitations were placed on the maximum area/ percent of 
openings these walls were permitted to have.  The exterior walls are either load bearing tilt-up concrete 
panels or non-load bearing glass curtain walls.  The tilt-up panels were constructed/ cast on site.  These 
panels are 11.25 inches thick and contain #4 rebar reinforcement spaced 12” on center horizontally and 
vertically.  The curtain walls are made of 1-inch thick insulated glass.   
Figure 7. Penetrations Unlikely to Limit Fire 
Spread  
Figure 8. Effect of High Temperatures on the 
Compressive Strength of Concrete 
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2.2.6   Interior Walls 
The interior walls are constructed with steel studs; no wooded studs were used in POP.  The majority of 
interior walls are not fire rated and were designed to be easily relocated.  Where fire rated walls were 
required, these walls were constructed with 3 5/8” steel studs spaced 16” on center.  One or two layers 
(depending on required resistance) of Gold Bond Fire-Shield gypsum wallboard were attached to each 
face of the wall assembly (see Figure 9).  Fire rated doors and frame assemblies were provided as required.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Section Summary - Structure Design & Construction Materials 
Information related to the design and materials used for the foundation, primary structure, floor and roof 
assemblies, concrete topping, as well as, interior and exterior walls was collected and evaluated.  Due to 
POP’s Type II-B construction and separation distance, none of the building’s structural elements were 
required to meet a minimum fire resistance rating.  The POP’s number of stories, floor area and 
construction type are all within the requirements prescribed in the IBC.   
In an effort to protect this structure, a fire detection/ alarm and communication system was installed 
throughout the facility.   
 
Figure 9. Wall Assembly with 2-Hour Fire Rating 
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2.3   Fire Detection, Alarm and Communication Systems  
An assessment of the fire detection, alarm and communication systems installed was performed to ensure 
these systems were designed and installed in a manner that meets, or exceeds, the intent of pertinent 
building codes and fire safety standards. 
The primary objective of the fire detection, alarm and communication systems installed at the POP was 
to protect building occupants.  To achieve this goal, a prescriptive-based design approach was utilized.  
Listed components were installed in compliance with applicable provisions of NFPA 70, National Electrical 
Code, NFPA 72, National Fire Alarm Code, as well as, additional recognized standards, local codes and 
ordinances.  
The system was designed to be an “intelligent” modular fire alarm control system capable of 
communicating with devices and performing process management tasks such as shutting down the HVAC 
system, unlocking doors, recalling elevators, etc.  The system was also designed to provide emergency 
voice/alarm communications and to be continuously monitored by an off premise monitoring company.   
2.3.1   Initiating Devices 
The term initiating device refers to all forms of signal input sensors and devices, such as heat sensors, gas 
detectors, smoke detectors, pull stations, etc., that supply an incoming signal to the fire alarm control unit 
(FACU).  These devices respond to environmental changes produced by a fire called “fire signatures”.  
Heat, smoke (aerosol particulates) and radiant energy (IR, UV or visible) are among the most frequently 
used fire signatures for the basis of detection.   
The efficacy of different initiating devices varies widely based on the device’s operating principal, location, 
environmental characteristics, the fire’s fuel source and several other factors.  For example, ionization 
smoke detectors are generally expected to respond faster to flaming fires then photoelectric smoke 
detectors.  However, photoelectric smoke detectors usually provide superior response to smoldering 
fires.[4]  In an effort to provide reliable and timely response to a fire, while minimizing spurious alarms, 
several different styles of initiating devices where installed in the POP.  See Appendix 9 for initiation device 
location details.  
All signaling line circuits are wired in conformance with Class B standards.  One advantage of Class B 
circuits is detectors only require two wires to operate.  One disadvantage of Class B circuits is that once 
one device is in an alarm condition current no longer flows through the remaining down-stream devices 
(see Figure 10).  
No code violations or deficiencies related to the design or installation of initiating devices were identified. 
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2.3.1.1   Heat Detectors 
Heat detectors are the most numerous style of initiating device found at POP.  This is largely due to the 
fire water suppression system installed thorough the building.  Sprinkler heads are a portion of the fire 
water suppression system intended to sense heat produced by a fire and react by discharging water to 
the fire area.[5]  The majority of sprinkler heads at POP are produced by TYCO (Series RFII or ELCO) and are 
expected to respond at 155-160°F.  These sprinkler heads are considered initiating devices because once 
water begins to flow through a sprinkler head, a flow switch inside the sprinkler riser initiates an alarm 
sequence at the FACU. 
Fike spot-type heat detectors were installed at POP.  Heat detectors of this style are best suited for fire 
detection in small confined spaces.[4] These devices were programmed to have a set-point of 135°F and 
have been installed in the elevator machine room and in the top of the elevator shaft within two feet of 
sprinkler heads.  Among other things, these devices are used to activate elevator shutdown.  Power to the 
elevator must be disconnected prior to the discharge of water to these areas to avoid electrical and wet 
elevator breaking hazards.  ANSI/ASME A17.1/CSA B44 prohibits the use of smoke detectors to initiate 
elevator shutdown. [6]  
2.3.1.2   Smoke Detectors 
In most applications, smoke detectors are 
expected to detect a fire significantly faster 
than heat detectors [4].  Fike spot-type 
photoelectric smoke detectors were installed in 
the POP.  These devices have a listed spacing of 
30 feet and are installed throughout the facility 
on the ceiling or on a sidewall within 12 inches 
of the ceiling.  These devices are all intelligent 
(i.e. addressable) and utilize the light scattering 
principal to detect smoke.  Figure 11. Smoke Particles Scattering Light onto 
Photosensitive Device 
Figure 10. Illustration of Class B Circuit in Normal (top) and Alarm (bottom) Condition 
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The light scattering principal is based on an understanding that a light beam passing through the air will 
be affected by the presence of suspended smoke particles (smoke will cause the light to scatter).  Light 
scattering photoelectric smoke detectors contain a light source and a photosensitive device.  In the 
absence of smoke, the light source will not strike the photosensitive device.  However, if smoke is present, 
the light is scattered onto the photosensitive device and initiates an alarm.  Figure 11 presents an 
illustration of this concept.  
2.3.1.3   Duct Detectors  
Duct detectors are often installed in a building’s HVAC 
system to limit the spread of smoke, via the HVAC system, 
to other portions of the building.  Multiple Fike Eclipse 
Series duct detectors  were installed inside portions of 
POP’s air return system.  These devices sample air currents 
passing through a duct.  Air is drawn into the detector 
housing via an inlet tube and then analyzed for smoke 
particles by a photoelectric smoke detector.  An exhaust 
tube releases analyzed air back to the air duct (see Figure 
12).  
Generally, smoke is diluted to some extent prior to reaching a duct detector.  As a result, duct detectors 
usually detect smoke slower than spot detectors installed in the fire area.  In an effort to limit the effects 
of dilution, these devices were not installed in direct airflow or closer than 36 inches from an air supply 
diffuser or return air opening. 
All duct detectors are connected to individual relay modules. Relay modules provide an interface between 
the FACU and the device.  They also provide outputs for activating auxiliary devices. In this case, these 
relay modules cause associated air handling units to shutdown.   
2.3.1.4   Pull Stations  
Manually activated alarm-initiating devices, commonly referred to as “pull stations”, were installed in POP 
to allow building occupants to manually initiate the fire signaling system.  Single action Fike addressable 
pull stations can be found within 5 feet of each exit doorway, as well as, in close proximity to the entry of 
all stairways.  The devices are securely mounted between 3.5 – 4 feet above the finished floor.   
All devices are red in color and clearly identifiable from a distance.  Access to these locations is free and 
unobstructed.  As occupants evacuate the POP, they should be able to easily locate and, if warranted, 
activate these devices.  
 
Figure 12. Illustration of Duct Detector 
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2.3.2   Fire Alarm Control Panel (FACP) 
The FACP is essentially the “brain” of the fire detection, alarm and 
communication system.  At POP, all controls for the system are 
located inside a Fike CyberCat 254 Intelligent FACP (see Figure 13).  
This system’s intelligent peer-to-peer design allows every device on 
the signaling line circuit to communicate with the control panel, as 
well as, with each other.  As a result, the FACP is able to indicate the 
precise location of any initiating device transmitting an alarm signal. 
In addition to alarm signals, the FACP also receives supervisory and 
trouble signals from all initiating devices/ modules installed 
throughout POP.  These signals are transmitted via a Digital Alarm 
Communicator Transmitter (DACT) to an off-premise alarm 
monitoring company.  Based on a predetermined sequence of 
operating parameters the FACP will initiate specific responses based 
on the alarm signal received.  
For example, if the FACP receives an alarm signal from a manual pull 
station, the FACP initiates the following responses: 
 Actuate Common Alarm Signal; 
 Actuate Audible Alarm Signal; 
 Actuate General Alarm Indicator; 
 Actuate Building Evacuation Signals on Event Floor, Floor Above & Floor Below; 
 Display/ Print Change of Status; 
 Transmit Fire Alarm Signal to Supervising Station; 
 Release Magnetically Held Smoke Doors; 
 Unlock Exits; and, 
 Annunciate at Remote Annunciator. 
See Appendix 2 for the complete sequence of operation input/output matrix for POP. 
The design and installation of the FACP was not identified to violate the intent of any pertinent building 
codes and fire safety standards. 
2.3.3   Notification Devices 
As previously discussed, the FACU processes signals received from initiating devices and responds 
appropriately.  In many cases, this response will include the activation of notification devices.  Notification 
devices are intended to alert occupants of a potential emergency situation, convey pertinent information 
and encourage occupants to initiate appropriate response actions.[4]   Audible and visible notification 
devices were installed throughout POP. See Appendix 9 for notification device location details.  All 
notification appliance circuits are wired in conformance with Class “B” Style “Y” standards.  
No code violations or deficiencies related to the design or installation of notification devices were 
identified. 
Figure 13. Fike CyberCat 254 FACP 
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2.3.3.1   Audible Notification 
Audible notification appliances operating in public mode are not required to produce a minimum sound 
pressure level (SPL).  However, these devices are required to produce a SPL at least 15 dB above the 
average ambient sound level (NFPA 72 18.4.3.1).  For 
business occupancies, the average ambient sound 
level is anticipated to be approximately 55 dBA. [6] As 
a result, a SPL of 70 dBA is required throughout POP.  
Several System Sensor horn/strobe devices (see 
Figure 14) were mounted on walls and ceilings of 
POP to meet this minimum SPL requirement.  To 
ensure signals were clearly broadcasted from these 
devices, each device was set at a specific sound 
output level based on the device’s environment and 
relative location to other audible notification devices.  
The sound output of these devices can be adjusted by modifying the device’s wattage setting between ¼, 
½, 1 and 2 watts.  Most devices installed throughout POP are set to ¼ watts providing a sound pressure 
level (SPL) of 81 dBA.  With this setting, a SPL above the required 70 dBA can be provided to an occupant 
approximately 20’ from the device.  Other areas (such as stairwells) are set to ½ watts providing a SPL of 
84 dBA. 
A horn/strobe device was also installed on the outside of POP near the fire pump room to assist arriving 
response personnel in locating this area. 
2.3.3.2   Visual Notification 
The visual feature (strobe) of the notification devices can 
also be adjusted to provide a range of candela (cd) 
intensities.  The visual notification devices installed in POP 
have standard field selectable candela settings of 15, 30, 
75, 95, 110 and 115. The higher the cd setting, the larger 
room size one device can adequately cover (see Table 4).   
Visual notification devices installed in the corroders of 
POP have a 15 cd.  This lower-intensity rating is considered 
adequate because occupants in corridors are expected to 
be alert, moving and have focused vision due to the 
narrowness of the space. [6] Visual notification devices are 
installed within 15’ of the end of the corridor as required 
by NFPA 72 18.5.5.  
Figure 14. Wall Mounted (left) and ceiling mounted 
(right) Horn/Strobe Devices 
Table 4. Portion of Room Spacing Table for Wall-
Mounted Visible Appliances (NFPA 72) 
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When determining where to place these devices, efforts 
were made to place them in the anticipated viewing path of 
the target audience.  Wall-mounted devices were usually 
installed on the wall that the majority of occupants are 
expected to face.  For example, in meeting rooms, devices 
were installed on dry erase boards (see Figure 15).  
While this is good practice, it is not required by NFPA.  The 
appliance itself is not required to be visible from any location 
in a space.  If the device is not visible, the operating effects 
(illumination of the surrounding area) must be able to be 
seen by the intended viewers (NFPA 72 18.5.1).  
2.3.4   Emergency Communication Systems (ECS) 
In addition to sounding an alarm tone, the audible notification speakers can be used to transmit specific 
communications for different emergencies (hurricane, tornado, hazmat incident, etc.).  Authorized POP 
personnel can use the FACU to initiate pre-recorded voice messages or use the microphone to provide 
live instructions.  While assessing POP’s ECS, it was identified that posted instructions for how to use the 
microphone for live voice announcements had not been provided as required by NFPA 72 24.3.2. 
2.3.4.1   Intelligibility  
To ensure messages are intelligible, audible notification devices with high fidelity speakers and low 
distortion were selected. In POP’s largest assembly area, the “Town Hall Meeting Room”, carpeted floors, 
drop down ceiling tiles and walls covered in a felt fabric 
(see Figure 16) all assist in limiting reverberation and 
increasing intelligibility. 
Intelligibility could be increased in areas with lower 
ceilings by decreasing the space between speakers.  
This would ensure that the intended listener is always 
located in a direct field of a single speaker.  Message 
intelligibility usually decreases if a person is in the 
direct field of more than one speaker. [6]   
In addition, wall-mounted speakers were installed in 
POP’s corridors.  As a result of the narrowness of this 
space, sounds transmitted from these speakers is likely 
to bounce off the opposite wall resulting in a great deal 
of reverberation.  Ceiling-mounted speakers would 
limit this reverberation and improve the intelligibility 
of messages in these areas.  
Figure 15. Notification Device Installed on Dry 
Erase Board 
Figure 16. POP’s Town Hall Meeting Room 
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2.3.4.2   Two-way Communication Systems 
A two-way in-building ECS was installed in POP to ensure there 
was a reliable way for emergency response personnel to 
communicate during an emergency.  Multiple emergency 
telephone handsets or “fire fighters’ telephones” (see Figure 17) 
are provided near the FACP.  These are often provided because 
a firefighter’s handheld radio may be ineffective in a building 
with a large amount of steel or when there is a great deal of radio 
traffic.  Telephone jacks are provided on all floors outside 
elevator entrances.  
2.3.5   Secondary Power Supply 
According to NFPA 72, a secondary power supply is required for the fire alarm system that has “sufficient 
capacity to operate the system under quiescent load for a minimum of 24 hours and, at the end of that 
period, shall be capable of operating all notification appliances for 5 minutes (10.6.7.2.1).”  A minimum 
safety margin of 20 percent above the calculated amp-hour capacity is also required.  
Secondary power for the FACP and all the initiation devices is provided via two 12-volt 26 amp-hour 
batteries wired in series located in the FACP.  The required battery capacity was calculated to be 18.38 
amp-hours (see Figure 18).  In conclusion, adequate secondary power is provided for these devices.  
 
 
 
Figure 17. Fire Fighters’ Telephones 
Figure 18. Battery Calculations for the FACP and All Initiating Devices 
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Several Fike Remote Power Supply Cabinets provide secondary power for groups of notification devices.  
These cabinets contain two 12 volt 7 amp-hour batteries wired in series.  The cabinet with the largest 
power draw (Remote Power Supply 1A) was calculated to require 2.2 amp-hours (see Figure 19).  In 
conclusion, adequate secondary power is provided for these devices. 
 
 
 
 
2.3.6   Inspection and Maintenance Requirements 
NFPA 72 requires all new systems to be inspected and tested.  This initial inspection/ test is commonly 
referred to as an “acceptance test”.  An acceptance test, in accordance with Chapter 14 of NFPA 72, was 
conducted on OPP’s fire detection system shortly after it was installed.  This initial inspection was 
completed to ensure the correct equipment was installed in a manner that complied with the approved 
design documents.  In addition, all functions of the system were tested to verify they operated properly.   
After the acceptance test, the fire alarm system must be continuously inspected, tested, and maintained 
in order to ensure operational readiness and proper performance.  Chapter 14 of NFPA 72 requires the 
building/ system owner, or the owner’s designated representative, to have an inspection, testing and 
maintenance program that satisfies the manufacturer’s published instructions, as well as, the 
requirements of NFPA 72. 
 
 
 
Figure 19. Battery Calculations for Remote Power Supply 1A 
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Visual inspections should be more than a casual glance.  These inspections can identify potential 
deficiencies without requiring operation of the device being inspected.  Section 14.3 of NFPA 72 provides 
a complete list of items to inspect as well as the required frequency.  The following provides some 
examples of items that can be visually inspected: 
 Ensure obstructions have not been placed in front or the FACU or manual pull stations; 
 Inspect wiring for proper support, damage or wear; 
 Check batteries for corrosion/ leakage and ensure contacts are clean and secure; 
 Ensure initiating and notification devices are free of dust, dirt, paint, etc.; and, 
 Check for blown fuses. 
Components of the fire alarm system must also be functionally tested.  The frequency and testing method 
for various system components is detailed in Section 14.4 of NFPA 72. The following provides some 
examples of items that should be tested: 
 Control equipment and transponders should be tested to verify the input/ output functions 
(sequence of operations) operate as expected; 
 Lamps/ LED lights should be tested to ensure they illuminate;  
 Signals sent to an off-premises location should be activated to ensure these signals are received; 
 Initiating and notification devices should be tested to verify proper performance; 
 Batteries should be tested and verified they are properly being charged.  
All equipment should be maintained in accordance with manufacturer’s recommendations. 
Section Summary - Fire Detection, Alarm and Communication Systems 
An “intelligent” modular fire alarm control system was installed throughout the POP building. This system 
is capable of communicating with devices and performing process management tasks such as shutting 
down the HVAC system, unlocking doors, recalling elevators, etc.  The locations of initiating devices and 
notification devices were evaluated and found to comply with pertinent codes.  Several measures were 
taken to ensure the system could provide intelligible emergency voice/alarm communications.  
Calculations were conducted to verify secondary power requirements were met.   With the exception of 
failing to provide posted instructions on how to use the microphone for live voice announcements, no 
deficiencies related to the fire detection/ alarm and communication systems were identified. 
While several of the previously discussed devices rely up the presence of smoke for activation, significant 
efforts were taken to limit the spread of smoke throughout the POP.  
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2.4   Smoke Control 
A smoke control system as prescribed by Section 909 of the 
LSC is not required for the POP’s atrium since it only connects 
two stories.  As a result, the POP does not have several 
elements of a smoke control system, such as exhaust fans, 
required by the aforementioned code.  However, the POP 
building is equipped with several smoke control features 
designed to limit the spread of smoke to other portions of 
the building.   
Photoelectric duct detectors (see Figure 20) are installed throughout the HVAC system to detect smoke if 
it enters the HVAC system.  If triggered, these duct detectors send a signal to the FACU.  In response, the 
FACP will initiate the shutting down of associated air handling units. Upon the activation of a smoke 
detector, duct detector or heat detector, fire smoke doors are magnetically released and fire smoke 
dampers close.   
Section Summary - Smoke Control 
Duct Detectors, fire smoke doors and fire smoke dampers were installed throughout the POP building to 
prevent the spread of smoke during a fire event.  Since the POP’s atrium only connects two stories, a more 
robust smoke control system (such as that described by Section 909 of the LSC) was not required.  
However, the POP building does have to meet flammability restrictions set forth in the LSC. 
2.5   Flammability 
The LSC defines interior finish as the exposed surfaces of walls, ceilings, and floors within buildings.  It does 
not apply to surfaces within concealed or inaccessible spaces [3].  Interior wall and ceiling finish materials 
must be classified for fire performance and smoke development in accordance with ASTM E84 or UL 723.  
These materials are grouped into one of three classes based on the material’s flame spread and smoke-
development indexes (see Table 5). Permitted materials are based upon the occupancy classification, as 
well as the location where the material is to be installed.  For example, materials with a lower flame spread 
index may be required for exit stairways than would be required for ordinary rooms.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 20. Photoelectric Duct Detector 
Table 5: Wall & Ceiling Finishes Classifications 
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Since the POP building is sprinklered, Table 803.9 of the 
IBC (see Table 6) permits enclosure spaces to have a 
wall & ceiling finish classification of A, B or C.  Interior 
exit stairways/ ramps, exit passageways, corridors and 
enclosures for exit access stairways/ ramps must be 
Class A or B.  All of the wall and ceiling finishes within 
the POP meet these requirements.   
The Town Hall Room (assembly occupancy) has 
acoustical wall panels.  The nonflammable fiberglass 
core of these wall panels are wrapped in fabric (see 
Figure 21).  These panels were tested per ASTM E84 for 
flame spread and smoke development.  They were 
found to have a flame spread index of 25 and a smoke 
development index of 40.  As a result, they are 
considered to have a Class-A rating.    
Section Summary – Flammability 
Flammability restrictions, as required by the LSC, on interior wall and ceiling finish materials were 
evaluated.  In addition, the felt fabric found on the walls of the Town Hall Room was evaluated for flame 
spread and smoke development in accordance with ASTM E84.  No deficiencies related to fire resistance 
were identified. 
In addition to limiting the flammability of finishing materials, a fire suppression system was also installed 
throughout the POP to limit the spread of a fire event.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 21. Fabric Wrapped Wall Panels 
Table 6. Interior Wall & Ceiling Finish Requirements by Occupancy 
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2.6   Fire Suppression Systems 
An assessment of POP’s fire suppression system was performed to ensure this system was designed and 
constructed in a manner that meets, or exceeds, the intent of pertinent building codes and fire safety 
standards.  Applicable codes include: 
 2012 International Building Code; 
 2012 International Fire Code;  
 2012 Texas Accessibility Standards;  
 2013 Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems (NFPA 13); and, 
 2013 Standard for the Installation of Standpipe and Hose Systems (NFPA 14).  
The POP building is fully equipped with an automatic sprinkler system.  The automatic sprinkler system is 
intended to control or suppress a fire by automatically distributing specified quantities and patterns of 
water to a fire’s general area.  Fire sprinkler systems are typically activated once a fire generates enough 
heat to exceed an individual sprinkler head’s temperature rating.   
There are four basic types of sprinkler systems: wet pipe, dry pipe, preaction and deluge.  The POP is fully 
equipped with a wet pipe system.  A wet pipe system is considered the simplest and most reliable.  Wet 
pipe systems contain pressurized water throughout the system’s entirety at all times.  The opening of a 
sprinkler immediately discharges water and activates an alarm. 
2.6.1   Water Supply Analysis 
NFPA 13 requires a water flow test to be conducted to ensure water of sufficient volume and pressure are 
available for the water-based fire suppression.  A ten-inch public water main supplies water for the POP’s 
fire suppression system.  Water supply data was obtained from a flow test conducted on August 8, 2014 
by the city’s water department at the public main (see Figure 22).  This test provided the following data: 
 Static Pressure = 50 psi 
 Residual Pressure = 40 psi 
 Flow = 1180 gpm 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Figure 22. City Water Supply Data 
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2.6.2   Design Criteria  
One of the preliminary steps in designing a building’s fire suppression system is determining the building’s 
occupancy classification.  NFPA 13 occupancy classifications are based on the quantity and combustibility 
of contents, anticipated heat release rates, the total potential energy release, stockpile heights and the 
presence of flammable and combustible liquids. The POP is primarily used as an office space.  As a result, 
its associated NFPA 13 occupancy classification is “light hazard”.  
Note: NFPA 13 defines occupancies differently than the Life Safety Code (NFPA 101).   
This occupancy classification was used in tandem with the hydraulic calculation method to design the 
POP’s fire suppression system.  Water demand requirements were established in accordance with the 
NFPA 13 Density/Area Curves (see Figure 23).  While any point on the appropriate density/area curve may 
be selected, the lowest point typically results in the most economical system.  The lowest (most 
economical) point for light hazard occupancies results in the following density/ area requirement: 
 0.10 gpm/ft2 over an operational area of 1500 ft2.  
 
 
 
Figure 23. NFPA 13 Density/ Area Curve  
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Section 11.2.3.2.3 of NFPA 13 allows the system’s area of 
operation to be reduced when quick-response sprinklers are 
used and all of the following conditions are satisfied: 
1. Wet pipe system 
2. Light hazard or ordinary hazard occupancy 
3. 20 feet maximum ceiling height 
4. No unprotected ceiling pockets exceeding 32 ft2 
Since the POP meets all of these requirements, the design area 
was permitted to be reduced in accordance with Figure 
11.2.3.2.3.1 of NFPA 13 (see Figure 24).  As a result, the 
following revised density/ area requirements were applied to 
the POP: 
 0.10 gpm/ft2 over an operational area of 900 ft2.  
 
In addition, a hose stream allowance of 100 gpm for a duration of 30 minutes must be added to the 
minimum water supply requirements in accordance with Table 11.2.3.1.2 of NFPA 13.  Hoses connections 
(2.5”) are located on standpipes throughout the POP.  In accordance with NFPA 14, the standpipe systems 
must be able to provide 250 gallons per minute (gpm) at 100 psi to the topmost hose connection outlet 
(Section 7.8.1 & 7.10.3). 
2.6.3   Automatic Sprinkler & Standpipe Systems 
As stated above, the POP’s fire suppression system is supplied water by a ten-inch underground public 
water main.  Water from the water supply main flows through a backflow preventer before entering the 
fire suppression system.  The purpose of the backflow 
preventer is to prevent potential contaminants 
present in the fire suppression system from entering 
the public water supply.  A drawback of this important 
mitigation feature is it can significantly reduce the 
amount of water pressure available to the 
downstream fire suppression system. 
To ensure the suppression system has an adequate 
amount of water pressure, water flows from the 
backflow preventer to a fire pump.  The POP has an 
electric fire pump (1250 gpm @ 115 psi) capable of 
providing the required system pressure during 
residual conditions (see Figure 25).  Pertinent pump 
curve information provided in Appendix 3.  In 
addition, a smaller jockey pump maintains system 
pressure during static conditions.   
Figure 24. Design Area Reduction for 
Quick-Response Sprinklers 
Figure 25. POP’s Electric Fire Pump 
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Water from the fire pump flows downstream to system risers/ standpipes.  A system riser is a section of 
vertical piping that contains a control valve, a drain, pressure gauge and a water-flow alarm and supplies 
water to the sprinkler system.  According to Section 8.2.1 of NFPA 13, a single sprinkler system riser can 
protect a maximum floor area of 52,000 ft2.  Since the POP’s floor area exceeds this limitation, more than 
one system riser was required.   
A standpipe transports water to designated portions of a building where hoses can be deployed manual 
firefighting.  In a combined system, such as the one in the POP, standpipes also supply water to the 
sprinkler system.  The six-inch schedule 10 standpipes installed in the POP building comply with the 
minimum diameter requirement for standpipes in combined systems prescribed in Section 7.6.2 of NFPA 
14.  The “exit location method” was used to establish the locations of these standpipes.  This method 
resulted in a standpipes located in each of the POP’s five stairwells (see Figure 26).   
 
 
Figure 26. Isometric Drawing of POP’s Fire Suppression Piping with Risers/ Standpipes Highlighted 
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The hose connections coming off these standpipes are located at 
the intermediate floor landings (see Figure 27).  This was done to 
avoid congestion problems in the immediate vicinity of exit 
doors, allow a degree of protection to the connection by 
hooking-up below the fire floor and prevent kinking in the hose 
as it bends around doorways.   
Water from the risers/ standpipes flows through six-inch 
schedule 10 feed mains to cross-mains and branch lines of 
various sizes depending on the hydraulic demand.  All piping is 
schedule 10.  The specific locations and sizes of piping 
components are provided in Appendix 10.   
The last component of the suppression system is the sprinkler 
head itself.   Various styles of sprinklers (pendent, upright, 
standard coverage, extended coverage, etc.) were installed 
throughout the POP to satisfy different design challenges 
present at specific locations.  Details of the location and type of 
each sprinkler installed are provided in Appendix 10.   
 
 
The most common sprinkler installed is the Tyco quick response 
concealed pendent sprinkler.  This extended coverage sprinkler has a 
K-factor of 11.2 and features a flat cover plate that conceals the 
sprinkler for esthetic purposes (see Figure 28).    At 139°F, the cover 
will fall exposing the sprinkler bulb rated for 160°F.  These sprinklers 
were spaced in accordance with Chapter 8 of NFPA 13 resulting in a 
maximum spacing of 14’ for standard sidewall sprinklers, 15’ for 
standard upright/ pendent sprinklers and 18’ for extended coverage 
sprinklers.   
 
2.6.4   Hydraulic Calculations  
Hydraulic calculations were performed to determine the water demand (pressure and gpm) required at 
the discharge of the fire pump.  According to Section 11.2.3.2.2.3 of NFPA 13, the minimum design area 
shall correspond with the hazard or the area protected by five sprinklers, whichever is greater.  To ensure 
compliance with this requirement, two remote areas of the sprinkler system (fourth floor away from the 
fire pump) were evaluated (see Figure 29 & 30).   
 
 
 
Figure 27. Standpipe Hose Connection 
Figure 28. Concealed 
Pendent Sprinkler 
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Figure 30. Remote Areas for Hydraulic Calculation.  Yellow = Remote Area #1.  Pink = Remote Area #2 
Figure 29. Remote Areas for Hydraulic Calculation.   
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Remote Area #1 is 937 ft2 consisting of eight extended coverage sprinkler heads.  Remote Area #2 is 
slightly larger at 958 ft2; however, it only has five extended coverage sprinkler heads.   
Since POP’s suppression system is looped, several potential flow paths to each remote area were 
evaluated.  The most demanding paths were used to establish the water demand to each remote area.  
AutoSPRINK, a hydraulic calculation software tool, was used to perform the hydraulic calculations of this 
looped system.   
Hand calculations were also performed to determine the water demand.  For simplicity, these calculations 
assumed the system was designed with branch lines and that these lines were not looped together.  As a 
result, the hand calculations should not be used to validate or disprove the accuracy of the AutoSPRINK 
calculations due to the different system designs used as a basis for calculation.  Specific calculation details 
are provided in Appendix 8. 
The inputs/ results for these calculations are shown in Table 7.  Remote Area #1 proved to have the largest 
system demand.  This demand was graphed on hydraulic graph paper along with the water supply curve 
and the pump curve (see Figure 31).  This graph shows that the city water supply alone would not be 
adequate.  However, with the addition of the fire pump, this demand is easily meet.  A larger demand of 
1250 gpm @ ~142 psig was required for the standpipe system (see Appendix 8 for calculation details).  
Once again, the city water supply alone would not be adequate, but the demand is met with the addition 
of the fire pump (see Figure 32).  The minimum pressure rating of all piping, valves, fittings, etc. associated 
with the suppression system is above the maximum combined pressure produced by the city supply and 
electric fire pump.    
  Remote Area #1 Remote Area #2 Hand Calculation* 
Occupancy Classification Light Hazard Light Hazard Light Hazard 
Density 0.100gpm/ft2 0.100gpm/ft2 0.100gpm/ft2 
Sprinkler Type Extended Coverage Extended Coverage Extended Coverage 
K-Factor 11.2 11.2 11.2 
Minimum Sprinkler Flow 33 gpm 33 gpm 33 gpm 
Minimum Sprinkler 
Pressure 
8.7 psi 8.7 psi 8.7 psi 
Number of Sprinklers 
Calculated 
8 5 5 
AutoSPRINK Demand 
279.49 gpm @ 113.8 
psi 
183.37 gpm @ 72.1 psi 
217.25 gpm @ 86.3 
psi 
 
 
 
Table 7. Hydraulic & Hand Calculations for POP’s Fire Suppression System 
*Hand calculations were performed as if the system were designed as a branch system.  As a result, these   
calculations should not be used to validate the calculations performed by AutoSPRINK.  
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Figure 31. Sprinkler System Demand Curve Compared to Supply & Pump Curves 
Figure 32. Standpipe System Demand Curve Compared to Supply & Pump Curves 
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2.6.5   Testing and Maintenance Requirements   
The City of Midland Fire Marshal’s office conducted an initial commissioning inspection/test on the fire 
suppression system in December of 2015.  The inspection ensured appropriate materials were used, 
applicable welding procedures were followed and verified that the system had been flushed and that an 
underground piping certificate had been obtained.  The system was also hydraulically tested at 200 psi for 
two hours to check for any leaks.   
The property owner is responsible for inspecting, testing and maintaining the sprinkler system.  In cases 
where the property owner lacks the appropriate knowledge/ training, these responsibilities can be 
transferred to a qualified party.  The POP’s facilities management group conducts general observations of 
the fire suppression system.  However, licensed sprinkler contractors are hired to complete all required 
maintenance and testing.  All inspections, tests and maintenance activities should be conducted in 
accordance with NFPA 25.   Table 8 summarizes the required inspection, testing and maintenance 
frequencies for some of the major fire suppression system’s components.   
 
 
 
System Component Description Inspection Testing Maintenance
Pipe
ASTM A135, Type E Grade A (schedule 10)
ASTM A795, Type E Grade A (schedule 40)
Annually N/A As Required
Fittings
ANVIL Couplings, Tees, Elbows & Drain 
Caps
Annually N/A As Required
Sprinklers
Tyco Concealed Pendent QR Standard 
Coverage
Tyco Concealed Pendent QR Extended 
Coverage
Tyco Upright QR Standard Coverage
Annually
At 20 years and 
every 10 years 
thereafter
As Required
Backflow Preventer Colt C200 (8") Weekly/ Monthly Annually As Required
Supervisory Switch Potter OSYSU-1 Monthly Semiannually As Required
Valves
Control Valves: Mueller R-2360-6
Butterfly Valves: Gruvlok AN7722-3A
Check Valves: Gruclok 78FP
Monthly (Locked)
Weekly (Sealed)
5 years
Annually
Annually/ As 
Required
Hangers ANVIL C-Clip & Swivel Ring Annually N/A As Required
Fire Pump
Fairbanks Nijhuis Model 1800
Electric, Horizontal Split Case
See NFPA 25 See NFPA 25 See NFPA 25
Table 8. Inspection, Testing and Maintenance Frequencies for Fire Suppression System Components 
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Section Summary – Fire Suppression Systems 
The POP building is fully equipped with a wet-pipe automatic sprinkler system primarily comprised of 
quick response concealed pendent sprinklers.  The sprinklers are appropriately located and water is 
supplied to this system via five standpipes located in each of the building’s stairwells.  An electric firewater 
pump rated for 1250 gpm at 115 psi was installed to help meet the hydraulic demands of the sprinkler 
and standpipe system in accordance with NFPA 13 & NFPA 14.  No deficiencies related to the fire 
suppression system were identified. 
A properly designed fire suppression system should limit a fire’s growth.  However, occupants rely upon 
a building’s egress system to remove themselves from potentially dangerous situations that may arise 
within a building.  
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2.7   Egress Design 
A means of egress describes the path occupants may use to safely exit a building.  The Life Safety Code 
(LSC) describes it as “a continuous and unobstructed way of travel from any point in a building or structure 
to a public way”.  A means of egress should be designed in a manner that provides safe and easy travel 
during an emergency.  
As defined by the 2012 International Building Code (IBC), the means of egress is made up of the following 
three separate and distinct components:  
1) Exit Access: That portion of a means of egress system that leads from any occupied portion of a 
building or structure to an exit. 
2) Exit: That portion of a means of egress system between the exit access and the exit discharge or 
public way.  Exit components include exterior doors at the level of discharge, interior exit stairways 
and ramps, exit passageways, exterior exit stairways and ramps and horizontal exits. 
3) Exit Discharge: That portion of a means of egress system between the termination of an exit and 
a public way. 
The exit access is the path of travel occupants will transverse on their way to an exit.  It often includes 
rooms/ spaces people occupy, corridors, aisles, etc.  All the shaded areas of Figure 33A are considered 
exit access.  The exit is located at the end of the exit access. It is often a door opening directly to the 
outside at grade or to a protected path of travel leading to the exterior.  All the shaded areas of Figure 
33B are considered exits.  The exit discharge provides occupants with a path from the exit to a public way.  
It may include sidewalks, alleys, etc. All the shaded areas of Figure 33C are considered exit discharge.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
An assessment of POP’s egress design was performed to ensure this system was designed and constructed 
in a manner that meets, or exceeds, the intent of pertinent building codes and fire safety standards.  
Applicable codes include: 
 2012 International Building Code; 
 2012 International Fire Code; and, 
 2012 Texas Accessibility Standards. 
Figure 38A. Example of Exit Access  Figure 38C. Example of Exit Discharge  Figure 38B. Example of Exits 
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2.7.1   Occupant Load 
One of the first steps in evaluating the adequacy of a building’s egress system is determining the building’s 
occupant load.  IBC defines occupant load as the number of persons for which the means of egress of a 
building or portion thereof is designed.  It is determined by dividing a space’s area by an occupant load 
factor specified for that space.  Since spaces used for different purposes will have different occupant 
densities, the occupant load factor is based on the actual use of a space and not the occupancy 
classification of the building or space.  Figure 34 provides an illustration of how different spaces on the 
third floor of the POP are used/ classified.  Similar illustrations for the remaining floors can be found in 
Appendix 4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 34. POP Area Uses (3rd Floor) 
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Table 9 shows the different uses/ space functions found on each level as well as their combined areas.   
These areas were divided by the occupant load factors prescribed by Section 1004 of the LSC to determine 
each space’s occupant load.  The occupant loads of each space were combined to determine each level’s 
total occupant load.  Level three has the highest total occupant load on account of the densely populated 
assembly areas located on this level.   
 
2.7.2   Egress Capacity 
One of the most basic prescriptive egress requirements is egress capacity must exceed the occupant load.  
As described by Section 7.3.1.1.1 of the LSC, the total capacity of the means of egress for any story, 
balcony, tier or other occupied space shall be sufficient for the occupant load thereof.  Capacity is 
calculated by dividing the widths of means of egress elements by an appropriate capacity factor.  It is 
important to keep in mind that the capacity of a means of egress is based on the capacity of its least 
efficient element.  Since occupants are expected to transverse stairways at a slower speed than level 
components, stairways typically have a larger capacity factor (0.3”/ occupant) than level components 
(0.2”/ occupant).   
However, the IBC allows the capacity factor for stairways to be reduced to (0.2”/ occupant) in buildings 
protected throughout by an approved sprinkler system and an emergency voice/ alarm communication 
system (Section 1005.3.1).  The POP meets both of these requirements.  As a result, a capacity factor of 
(0.2”/ occupant) was used to determine the capacity of all means of egress elements.  Figure 35 shows 
the locations and sizes of all first floor exits.  Similar illustrations for the remaining floors can be found in 
Appendix 5. 
The IBC requires the means of egress system for every story of a building to provide enough exits based 
on the aggregate occupant load of that floor.  Table 10 summarizes the total capacity and total occupant 
load for each level of the POP building.  As this table displays, the total capacity of the first, second and 
Table 9: POP Occupant Loads 
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fourth floor exceeds the total occupant load of each respective floor.  However, due to the presence of 
multiple assembly areas on the third floor, the third floor has a significantly higher total occupant load 
then any of the other floors.  In order to increase the total capacity of the third floor, exit doors leading 
to the stairwells were increased from 36 inches to 42 inches.  This allowed for an additional capacity of 30 
occupants for each of the five exits.  Unfortunately, even with this modification the total occupant load of 
the third floor still exceeds the floor’s total egress capacity.  This violates Section 1006.3 of the IBC.  
The reason for this violation is likely the result of modifications made to the third floor layout after the 
building was approved.  Conversations with the POP construction lead revealed one of the spaces 
currently used as an assembly (1568 ft2) was originally intended to be used for office cubicles.  Classifying 
this space as a business area, opposed to as an assembly area, would have reduced the third floor’s overall 
total occupant load to 1003 occupants.  The current egress design would have been able to accommodate 
this original occupant load.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 35. POP Exit Locations/ Width (First Floor) 
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This is a prime example of two important concepts.  First, a robust management of change program must 
be in place so proposed changes are evaluated, potential hazards are identified and consequences are 
mitigated.  Secondly, it is important to consider how a space may be used in the future.  Designing an 
egress system to only accommodate a space while it functions with a high occupant load factor may create 
unsafe conditions if that space’s occupant density ever increases.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 10: POP Egress Capacity vs. Occupant Load 
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2.7.3   Number and Arrangement of Exits  
The IBC requires a minimum number of exits from spaces (Section 1006.2) as well as from stories (1006.3).  
The number of exits from each space is determined by the occupancy and occupant load of the space.  
Typically, spaces are required to have at least two exits if their occupant load is ≥ 50.  Three exits are 
required if the space’s occupant load exceeds 500 and four are required if the occupant load exceeds 
1000.  There are similar requirements for stories.  These requirements are summarized in Table 1006.3.1 
of the IBC (see Table 11).    
In addition, when more than one exit is required Section 1005.5 of the IBC requires the means of egress 
to be arranged so that the loss of any one exit will not reduce the available egress capacity to less than 50 
percent of the required capacity.  Six exits are provided on the first floor of the POP.  Five exits are provided 
on the remaining floors.  As a result of the width and number of exits provided, none of the POP’s exits 
fail to meet the 50 percent capacity requirement.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.7.4   Common Path of Travel 
The IBC defines a common path of egress travel as that portion of an egress access travel distance 
measured from the most remote point within a story to that point where occupants have separate and 
distinct access to two exits or exit access doorways.  In accordance with IBC Table 1006.2.1 the maximum 
permitted common path of egress travel distance for the POP building is 75 feet (assembly occupancy) 
and 100 feet (business occupancy).   
The maximum common path of travel lengths observed in the POP building were on the first floor (see 
Figure 36).  None of the common paths exceed the limit of 100’.  However, if the building were not 
sprinklered the permitted length for business occupancies would be reduced to 75’ and a compliance 
issue would arise.  
Table 11. Minimum Number of Exits Required Per Story 
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Figure 36. Common Path and Dead End Lengths (First Floor) 
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2.7.5   Dead Ends 
Dead are typically found in corridors where the corridor proceeds past an exit creating a pocket.  The 
hazard revolves around an occupant potentially traveling into the aforementioned pocket seeking an exit.  
Finding none, the occupant would be forced to retrace their steps wasting precious time during an 
emergency event [3].  The IBC typically limits corridor’s dead end lengths to 20 feet.  However, an exception 
for buildings equipped throughout with an approved sprinkler system allows this distance to be increased 
to 50 feet for specific occupancies (Section 1020.4).  The longest dead end in the POP is located on the 
first floor (see Figure 36).  This dead end distance comes close, but does not exceed the dead end distance 
permitted by the IBC.   
2.7.6   Exit Separation 
Exit separation/ remoteness helps reduce the probability that a single event could render multiple exits 
unusable.  Section 1007 of the IBC places restrictions on how close together two exits can be.  Where two 
exits are required, Section 1007.1.1 requires exits in a building equipped with an automatic sprinkler 
system to be placed a distance apart not less than one-third the length of the maximum overall diagonal 
dimension of the building or area to be served measured in a straight line between them.  Each space, as 
well as the overall building, was evaluated to ensure the POP meet this requirement (see Figure 37).  
Similar illustrations for the remaining floors can be found in Appendix 6.  No deficiencies related to exit 
separation were observed.   
 
 
 
 
Figure 37. Exit Separation from Floors (left) and Spaces (Right) 
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2.7.7   Interior Exit Stairways 
The IBC requires interior exit stairways to either lead directly to the exterior of the building or extend to 
the exterior of the building via an exit passageway (Section 1023.1).  The POP building has five interior 
exit stairways.  One leads directly to the building’s exterior.  Two lead to the exterior via an exit 
passageway.  The remaining two do not terminate at an exit discharge or public way.  Rather they 
discharge at the interior of the first floor.  However, Section 1028.1 of the IBC allows interior exit stairways 
to egress through areas on the level of discharge provided several conditions are meet.  These conditions 
include requirements on visibility of the exterior exit from the point of the stairwell’s termination, the 
presence of an approved automatic sprinkler system, specific interior stairway separation requirements, 
etc.  The POP building meets all of these requirements.  As a result, the two interior stairways that 
discharge at the interior of the first floor are permitted.   
2.7.8   Door Encroachment 
It is important to consider how opening doors may limit the clear width of an aisle, corridor, exit 
passageway, landing, etc.  Section 7.2.1.4.3 of the LSC sets limitations on how far a door leaf can project 
into a path of egress during its swing.  When a door leaf swings open it should not excessively encroach 
the exit access.  This encroachment is typically limited to 7 inches [3].  A door encroachment issue was 
observed in the North Building’s south exit passageway.  This passageway has openings permitted by 
Section 1024.5 of the IBC as necessary for exit access to the exit passageway from normally occupied 
spaces.  However, if the stairwell’s door is opened it significantly limits the clear width for occupants 
entering the exit passageway from the normally occupied space outside of the exit passageway (see Figure 
38).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 38A. Exit Passageway Door 
& Stairway Door Closed 
Figure 38B. Exit Passageway Door 
& Stairway Door Spacing 
Figure 38C. Exit Passageway Door 
& Stairway Door Opened 
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2.7.9   Exit Signs and Wayfinding  
The POP building includes several features to assist occupants in locating exits.  The IBC requires the path 
of egress travel to exits to be marked by readily visible exit signs.  Section 1011.1 requires exit sign 
placement shall be such that no point in an exit access corridor or exit passage is more than 100 feet or 
the listed viewing distance for the sign, whichever is less, from the nearest 
exit sign.  As shown in Figure 39, exit signs are located throughout the POP 
building in a manner compliant with Section 1011.1 of the IBC.   
To further assist occupants in wayfinding, the IBC sets minimum egress 
illumination requirements.  Section 1006 requires the means of egress, 
including the exit discharge, to continuously maintain a minimum 
illumination level of 1 foot-candle.  In the event of a power failure, the POP’s 
emergency generator will continue to illuminate the building’s means of 
egress for a minimum of 90 minutes is accordance with the requirements of 
IBC Section 1006.3. 
In addition, directional signage indicating the location of exits is provided at 
elevator landings and stairwells throughout the entirety of the POP building 
in accordance with IBC Section 1007.10 (see Figure 40).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 40. Directional 
Signage 
Figure 39. Fire Rated Barriers & Exit Signage (1st Floor) 
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Section Summary – Egress  
In short, a building’s egress system is essentially the path occupants may use to exit a building safely. 
The majority of the building’s egress system was found to comply with the LSC.  A sufficient number of 
exits are provided.  These exits are appropriately separated to reduce the probability of a single event 
rendering multiple exits unusable.  No issues related to common path of travel or dead end distances 
were identified.  However, the third floor’s total egress capacity is inadequate for this floor’s total 
occupant load.  Multiple assembly areas on this level result in an uncharacteristically large occupant load.  
A separate violation related to door encroachment was identified on the first floor of the north building.  
3.0   Emergency Planning and Preparedness 
A Fire Safety Management Plan has been developed to inform occupants of their roles and actions to take 
in the event of a fire to ensure the safety of building occupants (see Appendix 11). The primary objective 
of this plan is to prevent injuries to its employees, contractors and visitors.  It is the duty of all employees, 
contractors and occupants to review this plan and understand their roles and actions to take during an 
emergency.   
In addition, the Fire Safety Management Plan outlines the following training requirements: 
 All building occupants must be provided a copy and trained annually on the building Fire Safety 
Management Plan. New occupants must receive this information within 14 days of occupying the 
building. 
 Floor Wardens must receive training at least annually. New Floor Wardens must receive training 
shortly after being appointed. 
 Building occupants must attend regularly scheduled meetings/drills to ensure their proficiency 
during an emergency. This should include training on Floor Warden Procedures to enable them 
to assist occupants in the event that Floor Wardens are not available during an emergency. 
In order to determine how the egress system, as well as the other life safety systems previously discussed, 
would perform in a fire event, a performance-based analysis was conducted.  
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4.0   Performance-based Analysis 
A performance-based analysis was conducted to evaluate how the POP building, and its systems, would 
perform during a fire event. In a performance-based analysis, fire safety goals and objectives are 
translated into performance goals, objectives and criteria. The principal performance goal of this analysis 
pertains to life safety.  It is assumed that all other goals (e.g. property protection, continuity of operations 
& limitation of environmental impact) will be satisfied if more conservative life safety goals are achieved.   
The performance objective is to protect occupants not intimate with initial fire development for the time 
needed to evacuate.  Specific performance criteria related to visibility, temperature and carbon monoxide 
were set to determine if a specific fire scenario might create conditions that could adversely affect an 
occupant’s ability to evacuate safely.  An evaluation of the Available Safe Egress Time (ASET) versus the 
Required Safe Egress Time (RSET) was conducted for three different fire performance scenarios to 
determine if the performance objectives could be achieved (see Figure 41). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 41. ASET vs. RSET Model  
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4.1   Required Safe Egress Time (RSET) Analysis 
The Required Safe Egress Time is the predicted time necessary to evacuate a building or component. The 
RSET can be subdivided into a number of discrete time intervals, the sum of which constitute the total 
RSET (SFPE Handbook, 2008, Section 3): 
RSET = td + tn + tp-n + te 
Where, 
td      = time from fire ignition to detection (detection phase) 
tn      = time from detection to notification of occupants of a fire emergency (notification phase) 
tp-n   = time from notification (or cue reception) until evacuation commences (pre-evacuation phase) 
te      = time from the start of purposive evacuation movement until safety is reached (evacuation phase) 
4.1.1   Detection and Notification Phase  
The detection phase (td) and notification phase (tn) is the time from ignition to the time occupants become 
aware of the fire and the necessity to evacuate.  Detection is assumed to occur once occupants become 
visually aware of smoke/ fire or when smoke detectors, sprinklers, or manual alarms activate the 
building’s fire alarm.  Occupants in close proximity to the fire can also be alerted by additional fire-induced 
conditions, such as smells and heat. 
4.1.2   Pre-evacuation Phase 
The pre-evacuation Phase (tp-n) or pre-movement time refers to the time after a fire is discovered or an 
alarm is activated until occupants begin to evacuate.  It is essentially the time occupants spend engaging 
in activities after they have been notified prior to actually evacuating the area.  Examples of these activities 
include assessing the danger, gathering belongings, safeguarding critical materials, alerting others, etc.  A 
wide variety of factors such as the occupant characteristics as well as how one becomes aware of a 
situation and how the threat is perceived will affect pre-movement times.   
The NFPA Fire Protection Handbook provides a summary of delay times observed from several actual fires 
and evacuation drills (see Table 12).  However, these times should not be taken at face value.  A designer 
must exercise caution and understand the full context of the incidents and experiments that yielded these 
time ranges before applying them to a specific application.  Based on the information presented below, it 
is assumed the pre-movement time for the POP building is between thirty seconds to one minute 
(depending on specific event scenario).   
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4.1.2.1   Occupant Characteristics 
The amount of time it takes occupants to safely exit a building will be affected by the characteristics of 
those occupants.  Characteristics such as an occupant’s age, mobility, familiarity with the space, cognitive 
ability, etc. can have significant impacts on evacuation times. To determine the characteristics of a 
building’s users it is often helpful to start by considering the building’s uses [7].  The POP has two uses, 
business and assembly.  Based on these uses, general assumptions relating to occupancy characteristics 
can be made.   
For example, occupants using a space in a business capacity are likely to be familiar with the surroundings.  
Offices will typically have a low occupant density.  However, indirect egress paths may be present due to 
the office layout.  On the other hand, occupants using a space as an assembly are less likely to be familiar 
with the surroundings.  Assemblies will typically have a higher density and occupants may be indecisive in 
selecting the best means of egress during an emergency.   
 
 
 
 
Table 12. Pre-movement Times from Actual Fires and Evacuation Exercises 
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Some of the following assumptions have been made regarding the POP’s occupants: 
 Majority of occupants are between 25 – 60 years old; 
 Majority of occupants are fully mobile; 
 Majority of occupants are familiar with the building; 
 Majority of occupants are trained in evacuating the building (regular drills conducted);  
 Majority of occupants will follow the instructions of trained floor wardens; 
 Occupants are conscious and unimpaired; and, 
 Occupants will not resist instructions to evacuate the building (short delay time).  
4.1.3   Evacuation Phase 
The evacuation phase (te) or movement time is the time from the start of evacuation until occupants reach 
a safe location.  Movement time is based upon the widths of stairs/ exit doors, the number of occupants 
using each exit, travel distance to exits, and occupant movement speed.  Flow calculations described in 
the SFPE Handbook were used to determine the movement time associated with the three performance 
test scenarios described in Section 4.4 of this report.  When applicable, the following assumptions were 
made: 
 A relatively equal amount of occupants will use each stairwell; 
 First floor occupants do not exit through the stairway; 
 None of the occupants have disabilities that would significantly reduce their rate of travel; 
 Occupants on lower floors will not be able to enter stairwells until upper levels have cleared; 
 Maximum Specific Flow (Fsm) for stairwells = 18.5 persons/min/ ft. of effective width;  
 Maximum Specific Flow (Fsm) for doors = 24.0 persons/min/ ft. of effective width; and, 
 Average unimpeded travel speed = 265 feet/ min.  
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4.2   Available Safe Egress Time (ASET) Analysis 
The ASET analysis is based on the general performance criteria stated by NFPA 101, which requires any 
occupant who is not intimate with ignition must not be exposed to instantaneous or cumulative untenable 
conditions.  Based on this criterion, the ASET may then be defined as the time when fire-induced 
conditions within a building become untenable. 
4.2.1   Tenability Criteria 
Tenability criteria defines specific parameters which if exceeded may expose occupants to untenable 
conditions.  A number of different tenability criteria can be used in a performance design.  However, this 
analysis will focus on visibility, temperature and carbon monoxide (thermal heat flux was also evaluated 
for one test scenario).  These tenability limits will be evaluated at a height six feet above the finished floor 
level.  The tenability limits discussed below are summarized in Table 13 below.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Visibility/ smoke obscuration can prevent or reduce the speed with which an occupant moves.  Occupants 
typically will not use an escape route if the visibility is less than 3 meters.  At a visibility of 5 meters, people 
often move as if in darkness [8].    As suggested in the SFPE Handbook for large enclosures, a visibility limit 
of 10 meters will be set for the POP building.  
Temperature can also pose tenability issues.  The moisture released as a byproduct of combustion can 
reach temperatures in excess of 100°C.  At this point, the steam/ saturated air will release large amounts 
of heat to an occupant’s skin or if inhaled.  Occupants can only breathe saturated air above 60°C for a few 
minutes before thermal burns will occur to an occupant’s respiratory tract [8].  A temperature limit of 60°C 
will be set for the POP building. 
The majority of fire deaths are caused by carbon monoxide poisoning.  Carbon monoxide is the most 
common toxic gas released in building fires. It can prevent evacuation by causing disorientation and loss 
of consciousness. The LSC discusses a tenability limit of 30,000 ppm*min for carbon monoxide in areas of 
refuge (A.7.2.12.3.2).  A carbon monoxide limit of 30,000 ppm*min (integrated dose of 1,000 ppm for 30 
minutes) will be set for the POP building. 
Table 13: POP Tenability Criteria 
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4.3   Life Safety Code Design Fire Scenarios 
The Life Safety Code specifies a minimum of eight design fires (DF) scenarios to be included in the 
performance-based analysis.  These are summarized below: 
 DF Scenario 1 - Specific fire representative of a typical fire for the occupancy. 
 DF Scenario 2 - Ultrafast developing fire, in the primary means of egress, with interior doors 
open at the start of the fire. 
 DF Scenario 3 - Fire that starts in a normally unoccupied room, potentially endangering a 
large number of occupants in a large room or other area. 
 DF Scenario 4 - Fire that originates in a concealed wall or ceiling space adjacent to a large 
occupied room. 
 DF Scenario 5 - Slowly developing fire, shielded from fire protection systems, in close 
proximity to a high occupancy area. 
 DF Scenario 6 - The most severe fire resulting from the largest possible fuel load 
characteristic of the normal operation of the building. 
 DF Scenario 7 - Outside exposure fire. 
 DF Scenario 8 - Fire originating in ordinary combustibles in a room or area with each passive 
or active fire protection system independently rendered ineffective. 
Three different performance tests deriving from LSC DF Scenario 2 were evaluated.  This fire scenario was 
selected because during the Christmas season, a Christmas tree is usually placed in the lobby/ atrium of 
the POP building (see Figure 42).  A dry Christmas tree can result in an ultrafast developing fire.  As 
illustrated in Figure 42, the Christmas tree is placed in the primary means of egress.  If the lobby’s interior 
doors are open, fire effects originating in the lobby could migrate to a stairwell’s exit discharge (see Figure 
49 & 50). 
    
 
Figure 42. Fire Floor Lobby (Left), Christmas tree in Egress Path (Middle), View of Lobby from Atrium (Right)  
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4.4   Performance Test Scenarios 
Three different performance test scenarios were 
evaluated.  All performance test scenarios used the 
same Heat Release Rate (HRR) curve.  Data for the 
HRR curve was based on results, published in the 
SFPE Handbook, from an extensive series of tests on 
Douglas-fir trees weighing approximately 25 pounds 
with a height of nearly 7 feet.  The curve selected was 
for a very dry Douglas-fir tree.  The tree’s peak HRR 
increased as the tree’s moisture content decreased 
(see Figure 43).  Selecting a very dry tree (twenty 
percent moisture content) correlates with the worst-
case scenario. 
It is important to note that the Christmas tree 
typically erected in the POP lobby is much larger than 
the trees used to develop to HRR curve previously 
discussed.  NIST conducted tests on eight larger 
Scotch pine trees.  Of the seven trees that ignited (one did not ignite), the average peak HRR was 2957 
kW [13].  Considering this, the HRR curve used in the following performance tests seems appropriate.  
The NFPA Fire Code actually permits cut trees to be placed in business occupancies with automatic 
sprinkler system.  Additional criteria, such as prohibiting the tree to be placed in an area that would 
obstruct a means of egress are required [9].  In the case of the POP building, the tree’s location violates 
this requirement.  
4.4.1   Performance Test Scenario #1 
Performance Test Scenario #1 evaluates the ability to evacuate the first floor conference room adjacent 
to the Christmas tree fire (see Figure 44).  This conference room is the closest gathering location to the 
fire.  The conference room has a glass front that 
provides occupants with a clear view of the 
fire’s location.  As a result, occupants are 
expected to detect and notify each other of the 
fire immediately (within 10 seconds).  Pre-
evacuation is assumed to take only 30 seconds.  
Occupants are expect to gather their things and 
begin to evacuate promptly if they can visually 
validate an imminent danger.  Using the 
methods and assumptions presented in Section 
4.1, a movement time of 48 seconds was 
calculated for 15 occupants to pass through a 
36-inch door, transverse 55 feet and finally exit 
through a 72-inch door (see Appendix 12).  The 
Figure 43. HRR Curve for Douglas-fir Tree 
Figure 44. Performance Test Scenario #1 
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final RSET for this scenario is 88 seconds (see Figure 45).  
 
 
 
 
 
4.4.2   Performance Test Scenario #2 
Performance Test Scenario #2 evaluates the ability to evacuate the second floor study area (see Figure 46 
& Figure 47).  The fire’s smoke plume will travel up through the open atrium and begin to collect in this 
area.  In this scenario, occupants do not have a direct view of the fire.  However, they would have a clear 
view of the smoke plume as it rises/ collects.  As a result, occupants are expected to detect and notify 
each other of the fire almost as fast as in Performance Test Scenario #1 (within 15 seconds).  Again, pre-
evacuation is assumed to take only 30 second due to occupant’s ability visually validate an imminent 
danger.  Using the methods and assumptions presented in Section 4.1, a movement time of 65 seconds 
was calculated for 35 occupants to transverse a maximum distance of 90 feet before exiting through a 36-
inch door (see Appendix 12).  The final RSET for this scenario is 110 seconds (see Figure 48). 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 45. RSET for Performance Test Scenario #1 
Figure 46. Second Floor Study Area Figure 47. Performance Test Scenario #2 
Figure 48. RSET for Performance Test Scenario #2 
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4.4.3   Performance Test Scenario #3 
Performance Test Scenario #3 evaluates the ability to evacuate the entire building.  For this scenario, it is 
assumed that the glass door separating the lobby from the exit discharge is opened (see Figure 49).  As a 
result, fire effects could potentially migrate to the exit discharge and render this means of egress 
inoperable (see Figure 50).  Occupants in this scenario will not have a direct view of the fire and therefore 
it is assumed that notification will not occur until the fire alarm is activated.  Fire alarm activation initiated 
by water discharging from a fire sprinkler head has been determined to occur approximately 55 seconds 
after the fire starts (see Figure 52).  The pre-evacuation time for this scenario has been increased to 60 
seconds.  Occupants are expected to take longer to begin evacuating since they cannot visually validate 
an imminent danger.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 49. Opened Door between Lobby & Exit Discharge 
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Table 14 summarizes the values used to calculate the 
total movement time associated with evacuation of the 
entire building.  The total effective widths represent the 
sum of all five doors/ stairwells on each floor.  The flow 
capacity on the second and fourth floor is limited by door 
width.  The third floor has larger doors than these floors.  
As a result, the third floor’s flow capacity is alternatively 
limited by the stairwell width.   
Travel distance accounts for the correlated straight line 
distance an occupant covers while descending the 14 feet 
between each floor (including two 8-foot-wide landings 
per floor).  In addition, occupants must transverse 
approximately 50 feet to actually reach the exit discharge 
after descending from most second floor stairwells.  The 
speed of movement was calculated using an assumed 
population density of 0.175 persons/ ft2.  The maximum 
specific flow typically occurs at this exit route density [10]. 
As stated above in Section 4.1, this analysis assumes occupants on the lower floors will not evacuate until 
after occupants on the upper levels have cleared the stairwells.  This represents a worst-case scenario.  
The total movement time, including a 10% safety margin, was calculated to be ~700 seconds. The final 
RSET for this scenario is 820 seconds (see Figure 51).  Addition calculations details provided in Appendix 
12. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 14: Total POP Movement Time  
Figure 51. RSET for Performance Test Scenario #3 
Figure 50. Fire Floor View of Exit Discharge 
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4.5   Performance Test Results 
This performance-based evaluation utilized computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling software, Fire 
Dynamics Simulator (FDS) to demonstrate the tenability of the environment for which occupants would 
be required to evacuate. FDS solves numerically a form of the Navier-Stokes equations appropriate for 
low-speed, thermally driven flow with an emphasis on smoke and heat transport from fires. A separate 
visualization program, Smokeview was utilized to display the results of the FDS simulation [11].  Figure 52 
below illustrates how the POP’s lobby/atrium were recreated within the FDS software.  The source code 
for this model is provided in Appendix 7.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 52. POP’s atrium/ lobby recreated in FDS 
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4.5.1   Performance Test Scenario #1 – Results 
For Performance Test Scenario #1, visibility, 
temperature and carbon monoxide levels were 
all evaluated at six feet above the grade floor.  
Visibility is expected to drop below 10 meters in 
~245 seconds (see Figure 53).  A maximum 
temperature of 40°C was observed at ~300 
seconds (see Figure 54).    The temperature 
performance criteria of 60°C was never 
exceeded.    Carbon monoxide levels reached a maximum concentration of only 150 ppm (see Figure 55).  
In addition to the previously discussed performance criteria, radiant heat was also evaluated for this 
scenario due to the occupant’s close proximity to the fire location.  A maximum heat flux of 2 kW/m2 was 
predicted (see Figure 56).  Heat flux exposures below 2.5 kW/m2 can be tolerated for several minutes [12].  
As a result, radiant heat flux not anticipated to adversely affect egress.  In conclusion, this scenario passes 
all performance criteria tests.  Table 15 provides a summary of how these results compare to the 
scenario’s RSET. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 54. Temperature for Test Scenario #1 
Figure 55. Carbon Monoxide for Test Scenario #1 Figure 56. Boundary Gauge Heat Flux for Test Scenario #1 
Figure 53. Visibility for Test Scenario #1 
                          Table 15. Results of Test Scenario #1 
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4.5.2   Performance Test Scenario #2 – Results 
Visibility, temperature and carbon monoxide 
levels were all evaluated at six feet above the 
second floor in Performance Test Scenario #2.  
After ~83 seconds, visibility is expected to drop 
below 10 meters (see Figure 57).  The 
temperature performance criteria of 60°C is 
exceeded in ~100 seconds (see Figure 58).    
Carbon monoxide levels reached a maximum 
concentration of only 200 ppm (see Figure 59).  In conclusion, this scenario fails the performance criteria 
tests for visibility and temperature.  Table 16 provides a summary of how these results compare to the 
scenario’s RSET.  
 
                      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                 
Figure 57. Visibility for Test Scenario #2 
Figure 58. Temperature for Test Scenario #2 
Figure 59. Carbon Monoxide for Test Scenario #2 
                             Table 16. Results of Test Scenario #2 
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4.5.3   Performance Test Scenario #3 – Results 
The focus for Performance Test Scenario #3 was 
the egress discharge hallway. Visibility, 
temperature and carbon monoxide levels were all 
evaluated at six feet above grade level.  Visibility 
was shown to diminish below 10 meters in ~500 
seconds (see Figure 60).  A maximum temperature 
of 34°C was observed at ~330 seconds (see Figure 
61).  At no point was the temperature performance criteria of 60°C exceeded.  The maximum carbon 
monoxide level reached was 115 ppm (see Figure 62).  In conclusion, this scenario only fails the 
performance criteria tests for visibility.  Table 17 provides a summary of how these results compare to the 
scenario’s RSET.  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 60. Visibility for Test Scenario #3 
Figure 61. Temperature for Test Scenario #3 
Figure 62. Carbon Monoxide for Test Scenario #3 
Table 17. Results of Test Scenario #3 
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5.0   Conclusion/ Recommendations 
An assessment of POP’s fire and life safety systems was performed to ensure these systems were designed 
and installed in a manner that meets, or exceeds, the intent of pertinent building codes and fire safety 
standards.  This assessment included a prescriptive based analysis, as well as a performance-based 
analysis. 
The prescriptive based analysis revealed that the POP’s structural design, fire alarm and fire suppression 
systems meet respective codes requirements. The construction type, number of stories, floor area and 
fire resistance all comply with International Building Code requirements.  Fire alarm and detection devices 
are correctly spaced throughout the building and initiate prudent corrective actions.  Emergency 
communication is available and messages distributed throughout the building are intelligible.  Fire 
sprinklers and hose connections are adequately provided.  An assessment of the water demand 
demonstrated that the water supply is sufficient for the most remote locations of the building.  
The majority of the building’s egress system was found to be in compliance.  A sufficient number of exits 
are provided.  These exits are appropriately separated to reduce the probability of a single event 
rendering multiple exits unusable.  No issues related to common path of travel or dead end distances 
were identified.  However, the third floor’s total egress capacity is inadequate for this floor’s total 
occupant load.  Multiple assembly areas on this level result in an uncharacteristically large occupant load.  
A separate violation related to door encroachment was identified on the first floor of the north building.  
A performance-based analysis was also conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of these fire and life 
safety systems.  Three different performance tests were conducted revolving around a Christmas tree 
fire in the building’s lobby/ atrium. Specific performance criteria related to visibility, temperature, heat 
flux and carbon monoxide were set to determine if the fire could create conditions that would adversely 
affect an occupant’s ability to evacuate safely.  The Available Safe Egress Time (ASET) and Required Safe 
Egress Time (RSET) were different for each test as they were based on parameters unique to each 
scenario.  The RSET exceeded the ASET in two of the three performance tests indicating that not all 
occupants would be able to evacuate safety. 
Based on the aforementioned findings, the following recommendations have been provided: 
1. Convert one of the assembly spaces on the third floor to office cubicles.  Converting even the 
smallest conference room (780 ft2) would reduce the floor’s overall occupant load enough to 
make the floor’s existing egress capacity compliant. 
2. Reconfigure door arrangement on first floor of north building to eliminate door encroachment 
issue.  
3. Revise the POP’s Fire Safety Management Plan (see Appendix 11) to include a restriction 
prohibiting the erection of cut Christmas Trees.   
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Appendix 1: Fire Rated Barriers & Exit Signs 
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Appendix 2: Fire Alarm Sequence of Operations Matrix 
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Appendix 3: Fire Pump Curve 
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Appendix 4: Building Area Uses 
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Appendix 5: Exit Locations/ Sizes 
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Appendix 6: Exit Separation Distances 
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Appendix 7: FDS Code 
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&HEAD CHID='7lobby',TITLE='7lobby' / 
 
&MESH IJK=117,130,45, XB=0.0,23.4, 0.0,26.0, 0.0,9.0/ (TURNED ON) 
NOTE: .20 m mesh 76' x 84' x 28'  
 
********These obstructions create OPEN DOOR ON 1ST FLOOR********** 
&HOLE XB=17.4,17.7,  13.85,14.75,  0.0,2.7 / (TURNED ON) 
 
&TIME T_END=600. / 
&MISC TMPA=20. / 
 
&REAC FUEL       = 'TREE' 
      FYI        = 'DOUGLAS-FIR/ RED OAK' 
      C   = 1.0 
      H   = 1.7 
      O   = 0.74 
      N   = 0.002 
      CO_YIELD  = 0.03 
      SOOT_YIELD = 0.015 
      HEAT_OF_COMBUSTION  = 16400 / SEE SPFE HB P.3467 and 1198     
 
&SURF ID='burner', HRRPUA=3000., RAMP_Q='fire', COLOR='RED' / FIRE SIZE = 1 SQ. METER 
 
&RAMP ID='fire',T=  0.0,F=0.0 / 
&RAMP ID='fire',T= 20.0,F=0.10 / 
&RAMP ID='fire',T= 40.0,F=1.0  / 
&RAMP ID='fire',T= 60.0,F=1.0 / 
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&RAMP ID='fire',T= 80.0,F=0.50    / 
&RAMP ID='fire',T= 100.0,F=0.25    / 
&RAMP ID='fire',T= 200.0,F=0.20    / 
&RAMP ID='fire',T= 300.0,F=0.10    / 
&RAMP ID='fire',T= 400.0,F=0.05    / 
&RAMP ID='fire',T= 600.0,F=0.0    / SEE HRR CURVE FOR DRY DOUGLAS-FIR IN SFPE HB FIG. 26.77 
 
&OBST XB= 9.25,10.25,  5.0,6.0  0.0,1.0, SURF_IDS='burner','INERT','INERT' / 
 
&MATL ID='CONCRETE', 
SPECIFIC_HEAT=0.75,  
CONDUCTIVITY=1.0,  
DENSITY=2300.0/ floor 
 
&MATL ID= 'GYPSUM PLASTER' 
FYI= 'Quintiere, Fire Behavior' 
CONDUCTIVITY = 0.48  
SPECIFIC_HEAT = 0.84 
DENSITY = 1440. / gypsum board atrium walls 
 
&MATL ID='GLASS', 
SPECIFIC_HEAT=0.84,  
CONDUCTIVITY=0.76, 
DENSITY=2700.0/exterior wall 
 
&MISC SURF_DEFAULT='DEFAULT' / all bounding surfaces have a wall boundary condition unless 
otherwise specified 
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&SURF ID='DEFAULT', 
COLOR='YELLOW', 
MATL_ID='GYPSUM PLASTER', 
TRANSPARENCY=0.0, 
THICKNESS=0.2/ default wall for atrium 
 
&SURF ID='WALL', 
COLOR='TAN', 
MATL_ID='GYPSUM PLASTER', 
TRANSPARENCY=0.5, 
THICKNESS=0.2/  
 
&SURF ID='STAIRS', 
COLOR='SEA GREEN', 
MATL_ID='GYPSUM PLASTER', 
TRANSPARENCY=0.4, 
THICKNESS=0.2/  
 
&SURF ID='CEILING', 
COLOR='BLUE', 
MATL_ID='GYPSUM PLASTER', THICKNESS=0.2/ ceiling 
 
&SURF ID='FLOOR',  
COLOR='GRAY', 
MATL_ID='CONCRETE', 
TRANSPARENCY = 0.2, 
THICKNESS=0.2/ 
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&SURF ID='FLOOR1',  
COLOR='GREEN', 
MATL_ID='CONCRETE', 
TRANSPARENCY = 0.2, 
THICKNESS=0.2/ 
 
&SURF ID='GLASS WALL', 
COLOR='SKY BLUE', 
MATL_ID='GLASS', 
THICKNESS=0.2, 
TRANSPARENCY=.4/ exterior diagonal wall 
 
&MATL ID='STEEL', EMISSIVITY=0.95, DENSITY=7850., CONDUCTIVITY=45.8, SPECIFIC_HEAT=0.46 /  
&SURF ID='STEEL DOOR', COLOR='BLUE', MATL_ID='STEEL', THICKNESS=0.2 / 
 
********These obstructions create FOUNDATION FLOOR********** 
/&OBST XB=0.0,23.5, 0.0,26.0, -0.1,0.0, SURF_ID='FLOOR1'/ (TURNED OFF) 
 
********These obstructions create LEFT diagonal wall********** 
&OBST XB=0.4,0.5, 3.5,9.5, 0.0,9.0, SURF_ID='WALL'/ Down 1 
&OBST XB=0.5,2.5, 9.5,9.6, 0.0, 9.0, SURF_ID='WALL'/  In 1 
&OBST XB=2.5,2.6, 9.6,19.0, 0.0,9.0, SURF_ID='WALL'/ Down 2 
&OBST XB=2.6,5.0, 19,19.1, 4.5,9.0, SURF_ID='WALL'/  In 2 (TOP) 
&OBST XB=2.6,5.0, 19,19.1, 0.0,4.4, SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/  In 2 (BOTTOM) 
&OBST XB=5.0,5.1, 19.1,25.6, 4.5,9.0, SURF_ID='WALL'/ Down 3 (TOP) 
&OBST XB=5.0,5.1, 19.1,25.6, 0.0,4.4, SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/ Down 3 (BOTTOM) 
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********These obstructions create RIGHT diagonal wall (BOTH FLOORS)********** 
&OBST XB=23.1,23.0, 3.5,12.5, 0.0,9.0, SURF_ID='WALL'/ Down 1 
&OBST XB=23.0,21.0, 12.5,12.6, 0.0,9.0, SURF_ID='WALL'/  In 1 
&OBST XB=21.0,20.9, 12.5,19.0, 0.0,9.0, SURF_ID='WALL'/ Down 2 
&OBST XB=17.5,5.0, 25.5,25.6, 0.0,9.0, SURF_ID='WALL'/  In 3 
 
********These obstructions create RIGHT diagonal wall (FIRST FLOOR ONLY)********** 
&OBST XB=20.1,20.0, 3.5,9.5, 0.0,4.4, SURF_ID='WALL'/ Down 1 
&OBST XB=20.0,17.6, 9.5,9.6, 0.0,4.4, SURF_ID='WALL'/  In 1 
&OBST XB=17.6,17.5, 9.6,19.0, 0.0,4.4, SURF_ID='WALL'/ Down 2 
 
********These obstructions create 1ST FLOOR FRONT CONF ROOM RIGHT********** 
&OBST XB=15.6,17.6, 9.5,9.6, 0.0,4.4, SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/  
&OBST XB=15.6,15.5, 9.5,1.1, 0.0,4.4, SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/  
 
********These obstructions create 1ST FLOOR FRONT CONF ROOM LEFT********** 
&OBST XB=2.5,4.5, 9.5,9.6, 0.0,4.4, SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/  
&OBST XB=4.5,4.6, 9.5,1.1, 0.0,4.4, SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/  
 
********These obstructions create 1ST FLOOR BACK CONF ROOM RIGHT********** 
&OBST XB=17.6,15.6, 19,19.1, 0.0,4.4, SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/  
&OBST XB=15.5,15.6, 19,25.5, 0.0,4.4, SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/  
 
********These obstructions create 1ST FLOOR BACK CONF ROOM LEFT********** 
&OBST XB=17.6,15.6, 19,19.1, 0.0,4.4, SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/  
&OBST XB=15.5,15.6, 19,25.5, 0.0,4.4, SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/  
 
********These obstructions create SECOND FLOOR**********  
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&OBST XB=0.4,23.0, 3.5,9.5, 4.4,4.5, SURF_ID='FLOOR'/  
&OBST XB=2.4,23.0, 9.5,12.5, 4.4,4.5, SURF_ID='FLOOR'/  
&OBST XB=2.4,20.9, 12.5,16.0, 4.4,4.5, SURF_ID='FLOOR'/ 
&OBST XB=5.1,20.9, 16.0,19.0, 4.4,4.5, SURF_ID='FLOOR'/  
&OBST XB=2.4,5.1, 16.0,19.0, 4.4,4.5, SURF_ID='FLOOR'/  
&OBST XB=5.1,17.5, 19.0,25.5, 4.4,4.5, SURF_ID='FLOOR'/  
&OBST XB=0.5,20.0, 3.5,2.1, 4.4,4.5, SURF_ID='FLOOR'/ Front Section 1 
&OBST XB=2.1,18.5, 2.1,1.6, 4.4,4.5, SURF_ID='FLOOR'/ Front Section 2 
&OBST XB=4.1,16.5, 1.6,1.2, 4.4,4.5, SURF_ID='FLOOR'/ Front Section 3 
&OBST XB=6.1,14.5, 1.2,0.8, 4.4,4.5, SURF_ID='FLOOR'/ Front Section 4 
&OBST XB=6.1,14.5, 0.5,0.8, 4.4,4.5, SURF_ID='FLOOR'/ Front Section 5 
&OBST XB=8.1,12.5, 0.1,0.5, 4.4,4.5, SURF_ID='FLOOR'/ Front Section 6 
 
********These obstructions create GLASS FRONT********** 
&OBST XB=0.4,0.5, 3.5,2.1, 0.0,9.0, SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/  
&OBST XB=0.4,2.0, 2.1,2.0, 0.0,9.0, SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/ In 1 
&OBST XB=2.0,2.1, 2.0,1.6, 0.0,9.0, SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/ Out 1 
&OBST XB=2.0,4.0, 1.6,1.5, 0.0,9.0, SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/ In 2 
&OBST XB=4.0,4.1, 1.5,1.1, 0.0,9.0, SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/ Out 2 
&OBST XB=4.0,6.0, 1.1,1.0, 0.0,9.0, SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/ In 3 
&OBST XB=6.0,6.1, 1.0,0.6, 0.0,9.0, SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/ Out 3 
&OBST XB=6.0,8.0, 0.6,0.5, 0.0,9.0, SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/ In 4 
&OBST XB=8.0,8.1, 0.5,0.1, 0.0,9.0, SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/ Out 4 
&OBST XB=8.0,12.5, 0.1,0.0, 0.0,9.0, SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/ Middle Piece 
&OBST XB=12.5,12.6, 0.1,0.5, 0.0,9.0, SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/ In 1 
&OBST XB=12.5,14.5, 0.5,0.6, 0.0,9.0, SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/ Out 1 
&OBST XB=14.5,14.6, 0.6,1.0, 0.0,9.0, SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/ In 2 
&OBST XB=14.5,16.5, 1.0,1.1, 0.0,9.0, SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/ Out 2 
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&OBST XB=16.5,16.6, 1.1,1.5, 0.0,9.0, SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/ In 3 
&OBST XB=16.5,18.5, 1.5,1.6, 0.0,9.0, SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/ Out 3 
&OBST XB=18.5,18.6, 1.6,2.0, 0.0,9.0, SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/ In 4 
&OBST XB=18.5,20.1, 2.0,2.1, 0.0,9.0, SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/ Out 4 
&OBST XB=20.1,20.2, 2.1,2.5, 0.0,9.0, SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/ In 
&OBST XB=20.0,20.1, 2.5,3.5, 0.0,9.0, SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/ 
 
********These obstructions create TALL FRONT PIECE ON RIGHT********** 
&OBST XB=20.2,23.1, 3.4,3.5, 0.0,9.0, SURF_ID='WALL'/ Down 1  
 
********These obstructions create STAIRCASE********** 
&OBST XB=17.5,21.0, 25.5,25.6, 0.0,9.0, SURF_ID='STAIRS'/ BACK WALL 
&OBST XB=20.9,21.0, 25.5,19.1, 0.0,9.0, SURF_ID='STAIRS'/ RIGHTSIDE 
&OBST XB=17.5,17.6, 25.5,19.1, 0.0,9.0, SURF_ID='STAIRS'/ LEFTSIDE 
&OBST XB=17.5,21.0, 19.1,19.0, 0.0,9.0, SURF_ID='STAIRS'/ FRONT WALL 
 
********These obstructions create ATRIUM HOLE********** 
&HOLE XB=6.1,13.4,  2.4,4.5,  4.0,5.0 / 
&HOLE XB=6.45,13.05,  4.5,6.5,  4.0,5.0 / 
&HOLE XB=6.8,12.7,  6.5,8.5,  4.0,5.0 / 
 
 
********These obstructions create ATRIUM RAILING********** 
&OBST XB=6.8,12.7,  8.6,8.7,  4.5,9.0, SURF_ID='WALL'/ BACK WALL 
&OBST XB=6.8,6.8, 6.5,8.5, 4.5,5.5, SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/ LEFT BACK 
&OBST XB=6.35,6.45,  4.5,6.5,  4.5,5.5, SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/ LEFT MIDDLE 
&OBST XB=6.0,6.1,  2.4,4.5, 4.5,5.5, SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/ LEFT FRONT 
&OBST XB=12.7,12.7, 6.5,8.5, 4.5,5.5, SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/ RIGHT BACK 
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&OBST XB=13.05,13.05  4.5,6.5,  4.5,5.5, SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/ RIGHT MIDDLE 
&OBST XB= 13.4,13.4 2.4,4.5, 4.5,5.5, SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/ RIGHT FRONT 
&OBST XB= 6.1,13.4, 2.4,2.4, 4.5,5.5, SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/ FRONT WALL 
&OBST XB=6.45,6.8,  6.5,6.5, 4.5,5.5,  SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/ LEFT IN 1 
&OBST XB=6.1,6.45  4.5,4.5, 4.5,5.5,  SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/ LEFT IN 2 
&OBST XB=13.05,12.7, 6.5,6.5, 4.5,5.5,  SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/ RIGHT IN 1 
&OBST XB=13.4,13.05  4.5,4.5, 4.5,5.5,  SURF_ID='GLASS WALL'/ RIGHT IN 2 
 
*********************SLICE FILES************************************* 
 
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE', PBZ=1.82, VECTOR=.TRUE. / 6' above Level 1 (RESULTS IN DEG C) 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VISIBILITY', PBZ=1.82 / 6' above Level 1 (RESULTS IN METERS) 
&SLCF QUANTITY='carbon monoxide', PBZ=1.82/ 6' above Level 1 (RESULTS IN PPM) 
 
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE', PBZ=6.32, VECTOR=.TRUE./ 6' above Level 2  
&SLCF QUANTITY='VISIBILITY', PBZ=6.32 / 6' above Level 2 
&SLCF QUANTITY='carbon monoxide', PBZ=6.32/ 6' above Level 2 
 
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE', PBX=15.5, VECTOR=.TRUE./ OUTSIDE CONF ROOM  
&SLCF QUANTITY='VISIBILITY', PBX=15.5 /   OUTSIDE CONF ROOM  
&SLCF QUANTITY='carbon monoxide', PBX=15.5/ OUTSIDE CONF ROOM  
 
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE', PBX=19.25, VECTOR=.TRUE. / STAIRS  
&SLCF QUANTITY='VISIBILITY', PBX=19.25/   STAIRS      
&SLCF QUANTITY='carbon monoxide', PBX=19.25/ STAIRS  
 
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE', PBY=5.5, VECTOR=.TRUE. / THROUGH FIRE 
/&SLCF QUANTITY='VISIBILITY', PBY=5.5/   THROUGH FIRE     (TURNED OFF) 
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&SLCF QUANTITY='carbon monoxide', PBY=5.5/ THROUGH FIRE  
/&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE', PBZ=8.9/ CEILING TEMP     (TURNED OFF) 
 
***************************OUTPUT************************** 
Output: 
&BNDF QUANTITY='GAUGE HEAT FLUX' 
&DUMP NFRAMES = 120, DT_BNDF=5., SIG_FIGS=4, SIG_FIGS_EXP=2 / 
 
&TAIL / 
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Appendix 8: Hydraulic Calculations 
(Remote Area #1, Hand Calculations and Standpipe Calculations Only.  Remote Area #2 Available Upon 
Request) 
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Device (gpm)
Actual Flow Minimum Flow
(gpm) (K)
K-Factor
(psi)
Pressure
Summary Of Outflowing Devices
Report Description: Light Hazard
Job Number: 0
Sprinkler 101 33.04gpm 33.04gpm 11.2K 8.700psi
Sprinkler 102 33.38gpm 33.04gpm 11.2K 8.883psi
Sprinkler 103 33.47gpm 33.04gpm 11.2K 8.932psi
Sprinkler 104 33.65gpm 33.04gpm 11.2K 9.026psi
Sprinkler 105 33.97gpm 33.04gpm 11.2K 9.199psi
Sprinkler 106 34.13gpm 33.04gpm 11.2K 9.285psi
Sprinkler 107 37.98gpm 33.04gpm 11.2K 11.498psi
Sprinkler 108 39.88gpm 33.04gpm 11.2K 12.677psi
Most Demanding Sprinkler Data
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Date: 2/25/2015
Job Name: Oxy Midland Complex
Remote Area Number: 1
Pipe Information
Node 1
Node 2
Nominal ID
Actual ID
Fittings & 
Devices
C Factor Total(Pt)
Elev(Pe)
Friction(Pf)
Fitting/Device (Equivalent 
Length)
Fixed Pressure Losses, when 
applicable, are added directly 
to (Pf) and shown as a 
negative value.
NotesFlow added 
this step
(q)
K-Factor
Elev 1
Elev 2 Total Flow
(Q)
Equiv. 
Length
(Foot)
(Foot) (Foot)
(Foot)
Length
(Foot)
Fitting
(Foot)
Total (psi)
Pf Friction 
Loss Per Unit
9-0
51-7 11-3
-0.245psi
3.696psi
51-0 2-3101
1
1
• • • • • Route 1 • • • • •(See 
Notes)
1.05
8.700psi33.04gpm
0.329295
Sprinkler,
33.04gpm
11.2K
2E(2-0), PO(5-0)
120
51-7 12-0 0.324psi
51-7 12-01
2
1¼
1.38
12.151psi
0.02696117.58gpm
120
6-0
51-7 16-1 3.122psi
51-7 10-12
3
1¼ (See 
Notes)
1.38
12.474psi33.47gpm
0.193773
Flow (q) from Route 3
51.05gpm PO(6-0)
120
51-7 10-6 2.239psi
51-7 10-63
4
1¼
1.38
15.596psi2.73gpm
0.213395
Flow (q) from Route 12
53.79gpm
120
6-0
51-7 8-4 4.977psi
51-7 2-44
5
1¼ (See 
Notes)
1.38
17.834psi39.88gpm
0.595452
Flow (q) from Route 8
93.66gpm PO(6-0)
120
51-7 105-3 9.379psi
51-7 105-35
6
1¼
1.38
22.811psi
0.08913733.55gpm
120
6-0
51-7 58-6 27.460psi
51-7 52-66
7
1¼ (See 
Notes)
1.38
32.190psi48.84gpm
0.469683
Flow (q) from Route 2
82.39gpm PO(6-0)
120
16-6
51-7 41-6 2.210psi
51-7 25-07
8
2½ (See 
Notes)
2.63
59.650psi57.07gpm
0.053297
Flow (q) from Route 10
139.46gpm PO(16-6)
120
70-0
55-0 142-9
-1.481psi
27.529psi
51-7 72-98
9
2½ (See 
Notes)
2.63
61.860psi140.03gpm
0.192856
Flow (q) from Route 4
279.49gpm 8LtE(5-6), BV(9-7), PO(16-6)
120
386-0
9-9 917-4
19.635psi
2.427psi
55-0 531-49
10
6 (See 
Notes)
6.36
87.908psi
0.002646279.49gpm 3T(37-9), GV(3-9), 
23LtE(11-4), Ee2(8-10)
120
72-10
0-11 81-7
3.816psi
0.061psi
9-9 8-1010
11
8 (See 
Notes)
8.25
109.971psi
0.000744279.49gpm LtE(15-3), GV(4-8), CV(52-10)
120
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Date: 2/25/2015
Job Name: Oxy Midland Complex
Remote Area Number: 1
Pipe Information
Node 1
Node 2
Nominal ID
Actual ID
Fittings & 
Devices
C Factor Total(Pt)
Elev(Pe)
Friction(Pf)
Fitting/Device (Equivalent 
Length)
Fixed Pressure Losses, when 
applicable, are added directly 
to (Pf) and shown as a 
negative value.
NotesFlow added 
this step
(q)
K-Factor
Elev 1
Elev 2 Total Flow
(Q)
Equiv. 
Length
(Foot)
(Foot) (Foot)
(Foot)
Length
(Foot)
Fitting
(Foot)
Total (psi)
Pf Friction 
Loss Per Unit
0-11 0-0
-0.000psi
0.000psi
0-11 0-011
12
6
6.07
113.847psi
0.003327279.49gpm
120
12
13
Pump 113.847psi279.49gpm Rating: 120.000psi @ 
1250.00gpm
Churn Pressure: 135.000psi
0-11 0-0
0.000psi
0.000psi
0-11 0-013
14
6
6.07
-20.214psi
0.003327279.49gpm
120
50-6
1-6 80-10
-0.261psi
5.796psi
0-11 30-414
15
8 (See 
Notes)
8.25
-20.214psi
0.000744279.49gpm GV(4-8), 3LtE(15-3), 
BFP(-5.736psi)
120
119-7
-4-0 900-4
2.388psi
0.163psi
1-6 780-915
16
10 (See 
Notes)
10.40
-14.679psi
0.000181279.49gpm 4LtE(25-6), Ee2(17-6)
140
108-1
-4-0 302-1 0.023psi
-4-0 194-016
17
12 (See 
Notes)
12.46
-12.128psi
0.000075279.49gpm PIV(9-10), T(98-4)
140
6-9
-4-0 29-4 0.015psi
-4-0 22-617
18
8 (See 
Notes)
8.39
-12.105psi
0.000515279.49gpm GV(6-9), S
140
18
100.00gpm Hose Allowance At Source
379.49gpm Route 1Total(Pt)
-12.090psi
9-0
51-7 11-3
-0.245psi
3.767psi
51-0 2-3102
19
1
• • • • • Route 2 • • • • •(See 
Notes)
1.05
8.883psi33.38gpm
0.335699
Sprinkler,
33.38gpm
11.2K
2E(2-0), PO(5-0)
120
18-0
51-7 110-10 19.785psi
51-7 92-1019
6
1¼ (See 
Notes)
1.38
12.406psi15.45gpm
0.178488
Flow (q) from Route 13
48.84gpm 6LtE(2-0), PO(6-0)
120
32.190psi Total(Pt) Route 2
9-0
51-7 11-3
-0.245psi
3.787psi
51-0 2-3103
2
1
• • • • • Route 3 • • • • •(See 
Notes)
1.05
8.932psi33.47gpm
0.337421
Sprinkler,
33.47gpm
11.2K
2E(2-0), PO(5-0)
120
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Date: 2/25/2015
Job Name: Oxy Midland Complex
Remote Area Number: 1
Pipe Information
Node 1
Node 2
Nominal ID
Actual ID
Fittings & 
Devices
C Factor Total(Pt)
Elev(Pe)
Friction(Pf)
Fitting/Device (Equivalent 
Length)
Fixed Pressure Losses, when 
applicable, are added directly 
to (Pf) and shown as a 
negative value.
NotesFlow added 
this step
(q)
K-Factor
Elev 1
Elev 2 Total Flow
(Q)
Equiv. 
Length
(Foot)
(Foot) (Foot)
(Foot)
Length
(Foot)
Fitting
(Foot)
Total (psi)
Pf Friction 
Loss Per Unit
12.474psi Total(Pt) Route 3
9-0
51-7 11-4
-0.245psi
3.852psi
51-0 2-4104
20
1
• • • • • Route 4 • • • • •(See 
Notes)
1.05
9.026psi33.65gpm
0.340700
Sprinkler,
33.65gpm
11.2K
2E(2-0), PO(5-0)
120
51-7 12-0 0.241psi
51-7 12-020
21
1¼
1.38
12.633psi
0.02011015.00gpm
120
22-0
51-7 118-11 21.329psi
51-7 96-1121
22
1¼ (See 
Notes)
1.38
12.875psi33.97gpm
0.179421
Flow (q) from Route 5
48.97gpm 8LtE(2-0), PO(6-0)
120
6-0
51-7 58-6 26.073psi
51-7 52-622
23
1¼ (See 
Notes)
1.38
34.204psi31.14gpm
0.445960
Flow (q) from Route 6
80.11gpm PO(6-0)
120
16-6
51-7 29-6 1.583psi
51-7 13-023
8
2½ (See 
Notes)
2.63
60.277psi59.91gpm
0.053697
Flow (q) from Route 9
140.03gpm PO(16-6)
120
61.860psi Total(Pt) Route 4
9-0
51-7 11-4
-0.245psi
3.920psi
51-0 2-4105
21
1
• • • • • Route 5 • • • • •(See 
Notes)
1.05
9.199psi33.97gpm
0.346738
Sprinkler,
33.97gpm
11.2K
2E(2-0), PO(5-0)
120
12.875psi Total(Pt) Route 5
9-0
51-7 11-4
-0.245psi
3.954psi
51-0 2-4106
24
1
• • • • • Route 6 • • • • •(See 
Notes)
1.05
9.285psi34.13gpm
0.349723
Sprinkler,
34.13gpm
11.2K
2E(2-0), PO(5-0)
120
6-0
51-7 16-1 3.313psi
51-7 10-124
25
1¼ (See 
Notes)
1.38
12.994psi18.65gpm
0.206016
Flow (q) from Route 14
52.77gpm T(6-0)
120
6-0
51-7 18-4 9.729psi
51-7 12-425
26
1¼ (See 
Notes)
1.38
16.307psi35.25gpm
0.530767
Flow (q) from Route 7
88.02gpm PO(6-0)
120
51-7 105-3 8.168psi
51-7 105-326
22
1¼
1.38
26.036psi
0.07763831.14gpm
120
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Date: 2/25/2015
Job Name: Oxy Midland Complex
Remote Area Number: 1
Pipe Information
Node 1
Node 2
Nominal ID
Actual ID
Fittings & 
Devices
C Factor Total(Pt)
Elev(Pe)
Friction(Pf)
Fitting/Device (Equivalent 
Length)
Fixed Pressure Losses, when 
applicable, are added directly 
to (Pf) and shown as a 
negative value.
NotesFlow added 
this step
(q)
K-Factor
Elev 1
Elev 2 Total Flow
(Q)
Equiv. 
Length
(Foot)
(Foot) (Foot)
(Foot)
Length
(Foot)
Fitting
(Foot)
Total (psi)
Pf Friction 
Loss Per Unit
34.204psi Total(Pt) Route 6
9-0
51-7 10-2
-0.253psi
4.346psi
51-0 1-2107
27
1
• • • • • Route 7 • • • • •(See 
Notes)
1.05
11.498psi37.98gpm
0.426201
Sprinkler,
37.98gpm
11.2K
2E(2-0), PO(5-0)
120
51-7 7-4 0.716psi
51-7 7-427
25
1¼
1.38
15.591psi
0.09763135.25gpm
120
16.307psi Total(Pt) Route 7
9-0
51-7 11-7
-0.253psi
5.410psi
51-0 2-7108
4
1
• • • • • Route 8 • • • • •(See 
Notes)
1.05
12.677psi39.88gpm
0.466463
Sprinkler,
39.88gpm
11.2K
2E(2-0), PO(5-0)
120
44.409psi Total(Pt) Route 8
20-0
51-7 202-0
-0.000psi
15.732psi
51-7 182-028
29
1¼
• • • • • Route 9 • • • • •(See 
Notes)
1.38
44.409psi31.19gpm
0.077885
PO(6-0), Flow (q) from Route 
11
31.19gpm 2PO(6-0), LtE(2-0)
120
51-7 11-2
0.000psi
0.037psi
51-7 11-229
30
2½
2.63
60.141psi
0.00333831.19gpm
120
51-7 8-10 0.099psi
51-7 8-1030
23
2½
2.63
60.178psi28.72gpm
0.011166
Flow (q) from Route 15
59.91gpm
120
59.527psi Total(Pt) Route 9
51-7 10-0 0.028psi
51-7 10-031
32
2½
• • • • • Route 10 • • • • •
2.63
59.527psi28.51gpm
0.002826
Flow (q) from Route 19
28.51gpm
120
51-7 9-4
0.000psi
0.095psi
51-7 9-432
7
2½
2.63
59.555psi28.57gpm
0.010206
Flow (q) from Route 17
57.07gpm
120
43.914psi Total(Pt) Route 10
51-7 13-4 0.149psi
51-7 13-433
34
2½
• • • • • Route 11 • • • • •
2.63
43.914psi56.88gpm
0.011166
Flow (q) from Route 16
59.91gpm
120
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Date: 2/25/2015
Job Name: Oxy Midland Complex
Remote Area Number: 1
Pipe Information
Node 1
Node 2
Nominal ID
Actual ID
Fittings & 
Devices
C Factor Total(Pt)
Elev(Pe)
Friction(Pf)
Fitting/Device (Equivalent 
Length)
Fixed Pressure Losses, when 
applicable, are added directly 
to (Pf) and shown as a 
negative value.
NotesFlow added 
this step
(q)
K-Factor
Elev 1
Elev 2 Total Flow
(Q)
Equiv. 
Length
(Foot)
(Foot) (Foot)
(Foot)
Length
(Foot)
Fitting
(Foot)
Total (psi)
Pf Friction 
Loss Per Unit
32-11
51-7 103-10
0.000psi
0.347psi
51-7 70-1134
28
2½ (See 
Notes)
2.63
44.063psi
0.00333831.19gpm 6LtE(5-6)
120
44.257psi Total(Pt) Route 11
51-7 5-6 0.005psi
51-7 5-627
3
1¼
• • • • • Route 12 • • • • •
1.38
15.591psi
0.0008612.73gpm
120
15.596psi Total(Pt) Route 12
51-7 12-0 0.255psi
51-7 12-01
19
1¼
• • • • • Route 13 • • • • •
1.38
12.151psi
0.02124315.45gpm
120
12.406psi Total(Pt) Route 13
51-7 12-0 0.361psi
51-7 12-020
24
1¼
• • • • • Route 14 • • • • •
1.38
12.633psi
0.03006018.65gpm
120
12.994psi Total(Pt) Route 14
16-0
51-7 241-1
0.000psi
16.116psi
51-7 225-134
30
1¼
• • • • • Route 15 • • • • •(See 
Notes)
1.38
44.063psi
0.066855
PO(6-0)
28.72gpm 2LtE(2-0), PO(6-0)
120
60.178psi Total(Pt) Route 15
10-0
51-7 75-7
-0.000psi
17.878psi
51-7 65-726
33
1¼
• • • • • Route 16 • • • • •(See 
Notes)
1.38
26.036psi
0.23664756.88gpm 2LtE(2-0), PO(6-0)
120
43.912psi Total(Pt) Route 16
51-7 16-0 0.163psi
51-7 16-035
36
2½
• • • • • Route 17 • • • • •
2.63
43.912psi60.11gpm
0.010206
Flow (q) from Route 20
57.07gpm
120
12-0
51-7 233-11 15.479psi
51-7 221-1136
32
1¼ (See 
Notes)
1.38
44.076psi
0.066182
PO(6-0)
28.57gpm PO(6-0)
120
43.913psi Total(Pt) Route 17
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Date: 2/25/2015
Job Name: Oxy Midland Complex
Remote Area Number: 1
Pipe Information
Node 1
Node 2
Nominal ID
Actual ID
Fittings & 
Devices
C Factor Total(Pt)
Elev(Pe)
Friction(Pf)
Fitting/Device (Equivalent 
Length)
Fixed Pressure Losses, when 
applicable, are added directly 
to (Pf) and shown as a 
negative value.
NotesFlow added 
this step
(q)
K-Factor
Elev 1
Elev 2 Total Flow
(Q)
Equiv. 
Length
(Foot)
(Foot) (Foot)
(Foot)
Length
(Foot)
Fitting
(Foot)
Total (psi)
Pf Friction 
Loss Per Unit
51-7 30-0 0.001psi
51-7 30-035
33
2½
• • • • • Route 18 • • • • •
2.63
43.912psi60.11gpm
0.000045
Flow (q) from Route 20
3.04gpm
120
43.913psi Total(Pt) Route 18
51-7 10-0 0.028psi
51-7 10-036
37
2½
• • • • • Route 19 • • • • •
2.63
44.076psi
0.00282628.51gpm
120
12-0
51-7 233-11 15.423psi
51-7 221-1137
31
1¼ (See 
Notes)
1.38
44.104psi
0.065940
PO(6-0)
28.51gpm PO(6-0)
120
58.777psi Total(Pt) Route 19
10-0
51-7 80-6
-0.000psi
21.101psi
51-7 70-65
35
1¼
• • • • • Route 20 • • • • •(See 
Notes)
1.38
22.811psi
0.26211560.11gpm 2LtE(2-0), PO(6-0)
120
29.018psi Total(Pt) Route 20
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Date: 2/25/2015
Job Name: Oxy Midland Complex
Remote Area Number: 1
Equivalent Pipe Lengths of Valves and Fittings (C=120 only)
1.51
Fittings Legend
ALV Alarm Valve AngV Angle Valve b Bushing
BalV Ball Valve BFP Backflow Preventer BV Butterfly Valve
C Cross Flow Turn 90° cplg Coupling Cr Cross Run
CV Check Valve DelV Deluge Valve DPV Dry Pipe Valve
E 90° Elbow EE 45° Elbow Ee1 11¼° Elbow
Ee2 22½° Elbow f Flow Device fd Flex Drop
FDC Fire Department Connection fE 90° FireLock(TM) Elbow fEE 45° FireLock(TM) Elbow
flg Flange FN Floating Node fT FireLock(TM) Tee
g Gauge GloV Globe Valve GV Gate Valve
Ho Hose Hose Hose HV Hose Valve
Hyd Hydrant LtE Long Turn Elbow mecT Mechanical Tee
Noz Nozzle P1 Pump In P2 Pump Out
PIV Post Indicating Valve PO Pipe Outlet PRV Pressure Reducing Valve
PrV Pressure Relief Valve red Reducer/Adapter S Supply
sCV Swing Check Valve Spr Sprinkler St Strainer
T Tee Flow Turn 90° Tr Tee Run U Union
WirF Wirsbo WMV Water Meter Valve Z Cap
4.87 )( 1501.33
140
1.16
130
0.713
100Actual Inside Diameter
Schedule 40 Steel Pipe Inside Diameter
= Factor
C Value Multiplier
Value Of C
Multiplying Factor
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Flow Diagram (Current View)
Report Description: Light Hazard
Job Number: 0
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Hydraulic Calculations
Location: 6001 Deauville Blvd., Midland Texas 79706, 
Project Name: Oxy Midland Complex
Drawing Name: Standpipe Design.cad Calculation Date: 2/25/2015
for
Design
Remote Area Location: 
NA
Area of Application: NA
Coverage per Sprinkler: NA
Type of sprinklers calculated: 
0
NA
Manually FlowingRemote Area Number: 
Occupancy Classification:
No. of sprinklers calculated:
Density: NA
NA
Volume of Dry or PreAction System:
In-rack Demand:
Hose Streams:
Type of System: 
at Node: Type: Allowance at Source
NA
N/Aat Node:N/A gpm
130.0 gpm
N/A
250.00 HoseType:16at Node:
250.00 HoseType:1at Node:
250.00 HoseType:14at Node:
250.00 HoseType:18at Node:
250.00 HoseType:22at Node:
(including Hose Streams where applicable):Total Water Required
32.520@1250.00From Water Supply at Node 13:
142.259@1250.00from Pump at Node: 9:
Water Supply Information:
Name of Contractor: ABCO Fire Protection Inc.
  Midland F.M. OfficeAuthority Having Jurisdiction:
Address:
Phone Number: Name of designer:
14202 Highway 87 South, Lubbock Texas 79423 
806 831-4041 R.Murdock
Notes:
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Hydraulic Graph
Water Supply 
Node: 13
Job Name: Oxy Midland Complex
Remote Area Number: Manually Flowing Date: 2/25/2015
Summary Sheet
N 1.85
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Hydraulic Graph
Pump 
Node: 9
Job Name: Oxy Midland Complex
Remote Area Number: Manually Flowing Date: 2/25/2015
Summary Sheet
N 1.85
Pump Rating:1250.00 @ 120.000 Static:55.000
Residual:40.000
Flowing:1180.00
Supply:
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Device (gpm)
Actual Flow Minimum Flow
(gpm) (K)
K-Factor
(psi)
Pressure
Summary Of Outflowing Devices
Report Description: Ordinary Group II
Job Number: Standpipe Calcs.
Hose 1 250.00 250.00 25 100.000
Hose 14 250.00 250.00 25 100.000
Hose 16 250.00 250.00 25 107.068
Hose 18 250.00 250.00 25 111.711
Hose 22 250.00 250.00 25 114.199
Most Demanding Sprinkler Data
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Date: 2/25/2015
Job Name: Oxy Midland Complex
Remote Area Number: Manually Flowing
Pipe Information
Node 1
Node 2
Nominal ID
Actual ID
Fittings & 
Devices
C Factor Total(Pt)
Elev(Pe)
Friction(Pf)
Fitting/Device (Equivalent 
Length)
Fixed Pressure Losses, when 
applicable, are added directly 
to (Pf) and shown as a 
negative value.
NotesFlow added 
this step
(q)
K-Factor
Elev 1
Elev 2 Total Flow
(Q)
Equiv. 
Length
(Foot)
(Foot) (Foot)
(Foot)
Length
(Foot)
Fitting
(Foot)
Total (psi)
Pf Friction 
Loss Per Unit
59'-6" 0'-0" 0.000
59'-6" 0'-0"1
2
2½
• • • • • Route 1 • • • • •(See 
Notes)
2.47
100.000250.00
0.215409
Hose(-100.000)
250.00 FDC
120
10'-0"
42'-0" 27'-6"
7.587
0.268
59'-6" 17'-6"2
3
6 (See 
Notes)
6.07
100.000250.00
0.009758
Flow (q) from Route 2
500.00 BV(10'-0")
120
113'-2"
11'-6" 156'-11½"
13.223
1.218
42'-0" 43'-9½"3
4
6 (See 
Notes)
6.36
107.855
0.007761500.00 f(-0.000), T(37'-8½"), 
GV(3'-9½"), 3LtE(11'-4"), 
PO(37'-8½")
120
114'-5"
11'-6" 262'-9½" 4.318
11'-6" 148'-4½"4
5
6 (See 
Notes)
6.36
122.296250.00
0.016432
Flow (q) from Route 3
750.00 6LtE(11'-4"), Ee2(8'-9½"), 
T(37'-8½")
120
56'-7"
11'-6" 105'-2" 2.942
11'-6" 48'-7"5
6
6 (See 
Notes)
6.36
126.614250.00
0.027978
Flow (q) from Route 4
1000.00 5LtE(11'-4")
120
45'-3"
9'-8½" 168'-4½"
0.777
7.117
11'-6" 123'-1"6
7
6 (See 
Notes)
6.36
129.556250.00
0.042276
Flow (q) from Route 5
1250.00 4LtE(11'-4")
120
72'-10"
0'-11" 83'-6½"
3.816
0.993
9'-8½" 10'-9"7
8
8 (See 
Notes)
8.25
137.450
0.0118871250.00 LtE(15'-3"), GV(4'-8½"), 
CV(52'-10")
120
0'-11" 0'-0"
-0.000
0.000
0'-11" 0'-0"8
9
6
6.07
142.259
0.0531561250.00
120
9
10
Pump 142.2591250.00 Rating: 120.000 @ 1250.00
Churn Pressure: 135.000
0'-11" 0'-0"
0.000
0.000
0'-11" 0'-0"10
11
6
6.07
22.259
0.0531561250.00
120
50'-6"
1'-6" 81'-6"
-0.261
4.926
0'-11" 31'-0"11
12
8 (See 
Notes)
8.25
22.259
0.0118871250.00 GV(4'-8½"), 3LtE(15'-3"), 
BFP(-3.957)
120
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Date: 2/25/2015
Job Name: Oxy Midland Complex
Remote Area Number: Manually Flowing
Pipe Information
Node 1
Node 2
Nominal ID
Actual ID
Fittings & 
Devices
C Factor Total(Pt)
Elev(Pe)
Friction(Pf)
Fitting/Device (Equivalent 
Length)
Fixed Pressure Losses, when 
applicable, are added directly 
to (Pf) and shown as a 
negative value.
NotesFlow added 
this step
(q)
K-Factor
Elev 1
Elev 2 Total Flow
(Q)
Equiv. 
Length
(Foot)
(Foot) (Foot)
(Foot)
Length
(Foot)
Fitting
(Foot)
Total (psi)
Pf Friction 
Loss Per Unit
119'-7"
-4'-0" 900'-4½"
2.388
2.604
1'-6" 780'-9½"12
20
10 (See 
Notes)
10.40
26.925
0.0028921250.00 4LtE(25'-6"), Ee2(17'-6½")
140
108'-1½"
-4'-0" 302'-1½" 0.362
-4'-0" 194'-0"20
21
12 (See 
Notes)
12.46
31.916
0.0011991250.00 PIV(9'-10"), T(98'-3½")
140
6'-9½"
-4'-0" 29'-4" 0.241
-4'-0" 22'-6½"21
13
8 (See 
Notes)
8.39
32.278
0.0082291250.00 GV(6'-9½"), S
140
13
0.00 Hose Allowance At Source
1250.00 Route 1Total(Pt)
32.520
59'-6" 0'-0" 0.000
59'-6" 0'-0"14
2
2½
• • • • • Route 2 • • • • •(See 
Notes)
2.47
100.000250.00
0.215409
Hose(-100.000)
250.00 FDC
120
100.000 Total(Pt) Route 2
12'-0"
38'-6" 12'-8½" 2.738
38'-6" 0'-8½"16
17
2½
• • • • • Route 3 • • • • •(See 
Notes)
2.47
107.068250.00
0.215409
Hose(-100.000)
250.00 PO(12'-0")
120
169'-9"
11'-6" 364'-6"
11.705
0.785
38'-6" 194'-9"17
4
6 (See 
Notes)
6.36
109.806
0.002153250.00 2T(37'-8½"), GV(3'-9½"), 
8LtE(11'-4")
120
122.296 Total(Pt) Route 3
12'-0"
38'-6" 12'-8½" 2.738
38'-6" 0'-8½"18
19
2½
• • • • • Route 4 • • • • •(See 
Notes)
2.47
111.711250.00
0.215409
Hose(-100.000)
250.00 PO(12'-0")
120
132'-0"
11'-6" 213'-5½"
11.705
0.460
38'-6" 81'-5½"19
5
6 (See 
Notes)
6.36
114.449
0.002153250.00 T(37'-8½"), GV(3'-9½"), 
8LtE(11'-4")
120
126.614 Total(Pt) Route 4
12'-0"
38'-6" 12'-8½" 2.738
38'-6" 0'-8½"22
23
2½
• • • • • Route 5 • • • • •(See 
Notes)
2.47
114.199250.00
0.215409
Hose(-100.000)
250.00 PO(12'-0")
120
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Date: 2/25/2015
Job Name: Oxy Midland Complex
Remote Area Number: Manually Flowing
Pipe Information
Node 1
Node 2
Nominal ID
Actual ID
Fittings & 
Devices
C Factor Total(Pt)
Elev(Pe)
Friction(Pf)
Fitting/Device (Equivalent 
Length)
Fixed Pressure Losses, when 
applicable, are added directly 
to (Pf) and shown as a 
negative value.
NotesFlow added 
this step
(q)
K-Factor
Elev 1
Elev 2 Total Flow
(Q)
Equiv. 
Length
(Foot)
(Foot) (Foot)
(Foot)
Length
(Foot)
Fitting
(Foot)
Total (psi)
Pf Friction 
Loss Per Unit
218'-9½"
11'-6" 424'-8½"
11.705
0.914
38'-6" 205'-11"23
6
6 (See 
Notes)
6.36
116.937
0.002153250.00 3T(37'-8½"), GV(3'-9½"), 
9LtE(11'-4")
120
129.556 Total(Pt) Route 5
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Date: 2/25/2015
Job Name: Oxy Midland Complex
Remote Area Number: Manually Flowing
Equivalent Pipe Lengths of Valves and Fittings (C=120 only)
1.51
Fittings Legend
ALV Alarm Valve AngV Angle Valve b Bushing
BalV Ball Valve BFP Backflow Preventer BV Butterfly Valve
C Cross Flow Turn 90° cplg Coupling Cr Cross Run
CV Check Valve DelV Deluge Valve DPV Dry Pipe Valve
E 90° Elbow EE 45° Elbow Ee1 11¼° Elbow
Ee2 22½° Elbow f Flow Device fd Flex Drop
FDC Fire Department Connection fE 90° FireLock(TM) Elbow fEE 45° FireLock(TM) Elbow
flg Flange FN Floating Node fT FireLock(TM) Tee
g Gauge GloV Globe Valve GV Gate Valve
Ho Hose Hose Hose HV Hose Valve
Hyd Hydrant LtE Long Turn Elbow mecT Mechanical Tee
Noz Nozzle P1 Pump In P2 Pump Out
PIV Post Indicating Valve PO Pipe Outlet PRV Pressure Reducing Valve
PrV Pressure Relief Valve red Reducer/Adapter S Supply
sCV Swing Check Valve Spr Sprinkler St Strainer
T Tee Flow Turn 90° Tr Tee Run U Union
WirF Wirsbo WMV Water Meter Valve Z Cap
4.87 )( 1501.33
140
1.16
130
0.713
100Actual Inside Diameter
Schedule 40 Steel Pipe Inside Diameter
= Factor
C Value Multiplier
Value Of C
Multiplying Factor
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Flow Diagram (Current View)
Report Description: Ordinary Group II
Job Number: Standpipe Calcs.
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Appendix 9: Fire Alarm System Layout 
(Drawings for First and Fourth Floors Only.  Additional Drawings Available Upon Request) 
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IMPORTANT
This drawing and the information and design
application herein contained is the property of
Northstar Alarm and Suppression System L.L.C.
and/or its subsidiaries and is loaned under the
expressed conditions that the same be returned to
them upon request. All information contained
herein shall be treated as secret and confidential.
No reproduction of this drawing or any part thereof
shall be made without the written consent of
Northstar Alarm and Suppression System, L.L.C.
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INTERNATIONAL FIRE CODE: 2012 EDITION
INTERNATIONAL BUILDING CODE: 2012 EDITION
INTERNATIONAL MECHANICAL CODE: 2012 EDITION
NFPA 70: 2011 EDITION (LOCAL CODE)
NFPA 72: 2010 EDITION (LOCAL CODE)
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FULLY SPRINKLERED FACILITY
B
DESIGN CRITERIA
SPRINKLER COVERAGE:
BUILDING HEIGHT:
NUMBER OF STORIES:
CONSTRUCTION TYPE:
CEILING TYPE:
CEILING HEIGHT:
OCCUPANCY LOAD:
OCCUPANCY TYPE:
PERMIT NUMBER:
No
Job:
OXY MIDLAND COMPLEX
Midland, TX 
DEVICE LEGEND
MANUFACTURERQTYSYMBOL DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER ROUGH IN BACKBOX
WIRE LEGEND
LABEL DESCRIPTION TYPE
SLC SIGNALING LINE CIRCUIT 16/2 FPLP
Z# ZONED INITIATING CIRCUIT 16/2 FPLP
N# CONVENTIONAL NAC CIRCUIT 14/2 FPLP
P 24VDC AUXILIARY POWER CIRCUIT 14/2 FPLP
#A#-# NOTIFICATION CIRCUIT FROM CONTROL MODULE 14/2 FPLP
R RELEASE CIRUIT FROM MODULE 14/2 FPLP
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I have reviewed these plans and
certify that they comply with the applicable codes
and standards;
Or
certify they were copied from sealed engineering
plans and any violations of the applicable codes or
standards are specifically noted on these plans.
APS Licensee Signature - License #
APS Printed name Date
Austin ? Dallas ? Houston ? San Antonio
12819 WETMORE ROAD
SAN ANTONIO, TX  78247
???????????????????????????????????ACR-1751696                                                                                            
GENERAL NOTES:
FIRE ALARM PANEL PROVIDED AND INSTALLED BY FIRE ALARM CONTRACTOR. ELECTRICAL
CONTRACTOR TO PROVIDE AND INSTALL CONDUIT AND ELECTRICAL SERVICE FOR POWER SUPPLY
TO FIRE ALARM PANEL. WIRING TO FIRE ALARM PANEL FROM ALARM INITIATING DEVICES BY FIRE
ALARM CONTRACTOR.
FIRE SPRINKLER RISERS, FLOW SWITCHES AND TAMPER SWITCHES ON BUTTERFLY VALVES BY SPRINKLER
CONTRACTOR. WIRING AND FLEX CONDUIT FROM SWITCHES TO FIRE ALARM CONTROL PANEL BY
FIRE ALARM CONTRACTOR.
A MEANS FOR TURNING OFF ACTIVATED ALARM NOTIFICATION APPLIANCES SHALL BE PERMITTED
ONLY WHERE IT IS KEY-OPERATED, LOCATED WITHIN A LOCKED CABINET, OR ARRANGED TO
PROVIDE EQUIVALENT PROTECTION AGAINST UNAUTHORIZED USE. (NFPA 72)
EACH MANUAL FIRE ALARM BOX SHALL BE SECURELY MOUNTED. THE OPERABLE PART OF EACH
MANUAL FIRE ALARM BOX SHALL BE NOT LESS THAN 3-1/2 FT. (1.1m0 AND NOT MORE THAN 4-1/2 FT.
(1.37m) ABOVE FLOOR LEVEL. (NFPA 72)
WALL MOUNTED APPLIANCE SHALL BE MOUNTED SUCH THAT THE ENTIRE LENS IS NOT LESS THAN 80
IN. TO THE BOTTOM OF THE LENS.
SMOKE DETECTORS SHALL BE NOT BE INSTALLED UNTIL AFTER THE CONSTRUCTION CLEANUP OF ALL
TRADES IS COMPLETE AND FINAL. (NFPA 72)
THE LOCATION OF SMOKE DETECTORS SHALL BE BASED ON AN EVALUATION OF POTENTIAL AMBIENT
SOURCES OF SMOKE, MOISTURE, DUCT, OR FUMES AND ELECTRICAL OR MECHANICAL INFLUENCES
TO MINIMIZE NUISANCE ALARMS. (NFPA 72)
CONNECTIONS TO LIGHT AND POWER SERVICE SHALL BE ON A DEDICATED BRANCH CIRCUIT(S).
THE CIRCUIT(S) AND CONNECTIONS SHALL BE MECHANICALLY PROTECTED. CIRCUIT
DISCONNECTING MEANS SHALL HAVE A RED MARKING AND SHALL BE IDENTIFIED AS "FIRE ALARM
CIRCUIT CONTROL". (NFPA 72)
APPROVED PLANS AND PERMIT CARD SHALL REMAIN ON SITE DURING THE CONSTRUCTION PHASE
AND SYSTEM TESTING.
AN OWNERS MANUAL AND RECORD DRAWINGS SHALL BE PROVIDED TO THE OWNER UPON
COMPLETION AND FINAL ACCEPTANCE OF THE SYSTEM.
COMPLETE AND EXACT INSTRUCTIONS FOR ACKNOWLEDGE, SILENCE, AND RESET SHALL BE
PROVIDED AT THE REMOTE KEYPAD/FACP FOR FIRE DEPARTMENT USE ONLY.
THE LEAD-ACID TRICKLE CHARGED BATTERY IS SIZED TO OPERATE THE SYSTEM IN NORMAL
SUPERVISORY CONDITION FOR 24 HOURS WITH ADEQUATE RESERVE TO OPERATE SYSTEM  IN ALARM
CONDITION FOR 5 MINUTES.
WHEN BATTERIES ARE USED AS SECONDARY/BACKUP POWER SUPPLY, THEIR INSTALLATION DATE
SHALL BE MARKED ON THEM (EG. MO/YR).
FIRE ALARM SYSTEM IS POWER LIMITED USING PLENUM RATED CABLE. CONDUIT SHALL BE USED IN
ELECTRICAL ROOM, MECHANICAL ROOM, ELEVATOR HOISTWAY, MACHINE ROOM, AND
STAIRWELLS.
NAC CIRCUIT WIRING IS CLASS "B" STYLE "Y".
BUILDING IS MONITORED BY OFF PREMISE MONITORING COMPANY.
FIRE ALARM SYSTEM LAYOUT 1ST FLR NORTH
SCALE:   1/8" = 1'-0"
6001 DEAUVILLE, TX 79701
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UNSUPERVISED DRY CONTACT
1. REMOVE BACKING FROM TEMPLATE AND SECURE TO DUCT IN DESIRED LOCATION.
2. CENTER PUNCH AT (2) "A" TARGET CENTERS FOR SAMPLING TUBES.
3. FOR RECTANGULAR SIDE-BY-SIDE MOUNTING CONFIGURATION
  CENTER PUNCH AT (2) "B" TARGET CENTERS FOR MOUNTING TABS.
  -OR-
  FOR SQUARE TOP-OVER-BOTTOM MOUNTING CONFIGURATION
  CENTER PUNCH AT (2) "C" TARGET CENTERS FOR MOUNTING TABS.
4. AT TARGET "A" CENTERS DRILL PILOT HOLES AND CUT TWO 1.375" DIAMETER HOLES
  USING A 1 3/8" HOLES SAW OR PUNCH.
  AT TARGET "B" OR "C" CENTERS DRILL .156" DIAMETER HOLES USING A 5/32" DRILL.
5. FOR SQUARE MOUNTING CONFIGURATION DRILL AN ADDITIONAL .156" DIAMETER
  HOLE AT THE LOCATION OF ONE OF THE MOUNTING TABS ON THE LOWER HOUSING.
6. SEE MANUAL FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS.
DETECTOR MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS
DUCT DETECTOR DETAIL(S)
EXHAUST TUBE.  DO NOT
CUT TO 1/2 OF DUCT
INLET TUBE
WOODEN PLUG
INSERT WOODEN PLUG.
WIDTH WHEN DUCT IS
LESS THAN 24" WIDE
INSERT WOODEN
PLUG THIS END
OF INLET TUBE
INLET TUBE HOLES
FACE UPSTREAM
OF AIR FLOW
TUBE SUPPORT HOLE
ONLY FOR DUCT MORE
THAN 3 FEET WIDE
 INLET TUBE ORIENTATION 
FOR DUCT WIDTH
36 IN. TO 95 IN.
12"
WIDTH
DUCT
DIRECTION
AIR FLOW
 INLET TUBE INSTALLATION 
COMPRESSION
FITTING
EXHAUST TUBE
RETURN AIR
INLET
6 DUCT
WIDTHS MIN.
WIDTHS MIN.
6 DUCT
BEND OR OTHER
OBSTRUCTION
DUCT DETECTOR
MANUAL PULL STATION MOUNTING
4" SQUARE x 2 1/8" DEEP BOX
SUPPLIED BY CONTRACTOR
SINGLE GANG EXTENSION RING (RACO NO.
773) SUPPLIED BY CONTRACTOR
2-GANG BACK BOX COVER
SUPPLIED BY CONTRACTOR
RELAY MODULE
4" SQUARE X 2 1/8" DEEP BOX
SUPPLIED BY CONTRACTOR
SEMI-FLUSH TRIM PLATE (SHOWN)
BACK BOX COVER OPTIONS;
WITH LIGHT PIPE FOR LED VIEWING
WITH LIGHT PIPE FOR LED VIEWING
SURFACE TRIM PLATE
FIKE1 10-064-R-1-L SUPPLIED BY FIKEFIRE ALARM CONTROL PANEL
FIKE32 63-1052 SEE DETAIL63-1054
FIKE4 20-1063 SEE DETAILMANUAL RELEASE STATION
FIKE1 55-042 SEE DETAILCONTROL MODULE
FIKE0/1 55-041 / 55-045 SEE DETAILMONITOR MODULE
FIKE2 55-043 SEE DETAILRELAY MODULE
F.B.O.1 F.B.O. -TAMPER SWITCH
F.B.O.0 F.B.O. -WATERFLOW SWITCH
FIKE1 60-1039 SEE DETAILHEAT DETECTOR W/ BASE 63-1054
SYSTEM SENSOR23 SPSR -WALL MOUNT SPKR/STROBE
SYSTEM SENSOR18 SR -WALL MOUNT STROBE ONLY
-
-
SYSTEM SENSOR1 P2RKW/P HORN/STROBEWP
FIKE1 - SUPPLIED BY FIKEVOICE EVAC CONTROL PANEL
FIKE1 27-032 SUPPLIED BY FIKEFIRE ALARM POWER SUPPLY
FIKE2 SEE DETAILDUCT DETECTOR W/ HOUSING 63-105763-1158
FIKE2 02-4998 -REMOTE TEST SWITCH
SCOPE OF WORK:
NORTH ALARM AND SUPPRESSION SYSTEM L.L.C. SHALL PROVIDE AND
INSTALL NEW ADDRESSABLE FIRE ALARM  PANEL/COMMUNICATOR IN
NEW BUILDING COMPLEX. DUCT DETCTORS SHALL BE MONITORED IN
SPACE FOR SUPERVISORY ONLY. NEW NOTIFICATION WILL BE
SUPPLIED IN NEW SPACE AND INDICATING (CLASS 'B') CIRCUIT SHALL
BE PROVIDED TO MEET NFPA 70 & 72 CODES.    ALL WIRING TO
CONFORM WITH CODES AND STANDARDS.
F.B.O.1 F.B.O.
1
1
1
1
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SYSTEM SENSOR23 SPSCR -CEILING MOUNT SPKR/STROBE
SYSTEM SENSOR16 SCR -CEILING MOUNT STROBE ONLYC
C
SYSTEM SENSOR2 SCRK -W/P STROBEWP
UP
UP
UP
MATCH LINE
SEE 2-A2.30-01
SEE 1-A2.30-01
MATCH LINE
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them upon request. All information contained
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Midland, TX 
DEVICE LEGEND
MANUFACTURERQTYSYMBOL DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER ROUGH IN BACKBOX
WIRE LEGEND
LABEL DESCRIPTION TYPE
SLC SIGNALING LINE CIRCUIT 16/2 FPLP
Z# ZONED INITIATING CIRCUIT 16/2 FPLP
N# CONVENTIONAL NAC CIRCUIT 14/2 FPLP
P 24VDC AUXILIARY POWER CIRCUIT 14/2 FPLP
#A#-# NOTIFICATION CIRCUIT FROM CONTROL MODULE 14/2 FPLP
R RELEASE CIRUIT FROM MODULE 14/2 FPLP
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I have reviewed these plans and
certify that they comply with the applicable codes
and standards;
Or
certify they were copied from sealed engineering
plans and any violations of the applicable codes or
standards are specifically noted on these plans.
APS Licensee Signature - License #
APS Printed name Date
Austin ? Dallas ? Houston ? San Antonio
12819 WETMORE ROAD
SAN ANTONIO, TX  78247
???????????????????????????????????ACR-1751696                                                                                            
GENERAL NOTES:
FIRE ALARM PANEL PROVIDED AND INSTALLED BY FIRE ALARM CONTRACTOR. ELECTRICAL
CONTRACTOR TO PROVIDE AND INSTALL CONDUIT AND ELECTRICAL SERVICE FOR POWER SUPPLY
TO FIRE ALARM PANEL. WIRING TO FIRE ALARM PANEL FROM ALARM INITIATING DEVICES BY FIRE
ALARM CONTRACTOR.
FIRE SPRINKLER RISERS, FLOW SWITCHES AND TAMPER SWITCHES ON BUTTERFLY VALVES BY SPRINKLER
CONTRACTOR. WIRING AND FLEX CONDUIT FROM SWITCHES TO FIRE ALARM CONTROL PANEL BY
FIRE ALARM CONTRACTOR.
A MEANS FOR TURNING OFF ACTIVATED ALARM NOTIFICATION APPLIANCES SHALL BE PERMITTED
ONLY WHERE IT IS KEY-OPERATED, LOCATED WITHIN A LOCKED CABINET, OR ARRANGED TO
PROVIDE EQUIVALENT PROTECTION AGAINST UNAUTHORIZED USE. (NFPA 72)
EACH MANUAL FIRE ALARM BOX SHALL BE SECURELY MOUNTED. THE OPERABLE PART OF EACH
MANUAL FIRE ALARM BOX SHALL BE NOT LESS THAN 3-1/2 FT. (1.1m0 AND NOT MORE THAN 4-1/2 FT.
(1.37m) ABOVE FLOOR LEVEL. (NFPA 72)
WALL MOUNTED APPLIANCE SHALL BE MOUNTED SUCH THAT THE ENTIRE LENS IS NOT LESS THAN 80
IN. TO THE BOTTOM OF THE LENS.
SMOKE DETECTORS SHALL BE NOT BE INSTALLED UNTIL AFTER THE CONSTRUCTION CLEANUP OF ALL
TRADES IS COMPLETE AND FINAL. (NFPA 72)
THE LOCATION OF SMOKE DETECTORS SHALL BE BASED ON AN EVALUATION OF POTENTIAL AMBIENT
SOURCES OF SMOKE, MOISTURE, DUCT, OR FUMES AND ELECTRICAL OR MECHANICAL INFLUENCES
TO MINIMIZE NUISANCE ALARMS. (NFPA 72)
CONNECTIONS TO LIGHT AND POWER SERVICE SHALL BE ON A DEDICATED BRANCH CIRCUIT(S).
THE CIRCUIT(S) AND CONNECTIONS SHALL BE MECHANICALLY PROTECTED. CIRCUIT
DISCONNECTING MEANS SHALL HAVE A RED MARKING AND SHALL BE IDENTIFIED AS "FIRE ALARM
CIRCUIT CONTROL". (NFPA 72)
APPROVED PLANS AND PERMIT CARD SHALL REMAIN ON SITE DURING THE CONSTRUCTION PHASE
AND SYSTEM TESTING.
AN OWNERS MANUAL AND RECORD DRAWINGS SHALL BE PROVIDED TO THE OWNER UPON
COMPLETION AND FINAL ACCEPTANCE OF THE SYSTEM.
COMPLETE AND EXACT INSTRUCTIONS FOR ACKNOWLEDGE, SILENCE, AND RESET SHALL BE
PROVIDED AT THE REMOTE KEYPAD/FACP FOR FIRE DEPARTMENT USE ONLY.
THE LEAD-ACID TRICKLE CHARGED BATTERY IS SIZED TO OPERATE THE SYSTEM IN NORMAL
SUPERVISORY CONDITION FOR 24 HOURS WITH ADEQUATE RESERVE TO OPERATE SYSTEM  IN ALARM
CONDITION FOR 5 MINUTES.
WHEN BATTERIES ARE USED AS SECONDARY/BACKUP POWER SUPPLY, THEIR INSTALLATION DATE
SHALL BE MARKED ON THEM (EG. MO/YR).
FIRE ALARM SYSTEM IS POWER LIMITED USING PLENUM RATED CABLE. CONDUIT SHALL BE USED IN
ELECTRICAL ROOM, MECHANICAL ROOM, ELEVATOR HOISTWAY, MACHINE ROOM, AND
STAIRWELLS.
NAC CIRCUIT WIRING IS CLASS "B" STYLE "Y".
BUILDING IS MONITORED BY OFF PREMISE MONITORING COMPANY.
FIRE ALARM SYSTEM LAYOUT 1ST FLR SOUTH
SCALE:   1/8" = 1'-0"
6001 DEAUVILLE, TX 79701
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UNSUPERVISED DRY CONTACT
MANUAL PULL STATION MOUNTING
4" SQUARE x 2 1/8" DEEP BOX
SUPPLIED BY CONTRACTOR
SINGLE GANG EXTENSION RING (RACO NO.
773) SUPPLIED BY CONTRACTOR
2-GANG BACK BOX COVER
SUPPLIED BY CONTRACTOR
RELAY MODULE
4" SQUARE X 2 1/8" DEEP BOX
SUPPLIED BY CONTRACTOR
SEMI-FLUSH TRIM PLATE (SHOWN)
BACK BOX COVER OPTIONS;
WITH LIGHT PIPE FOR LED VIEWING
WITH LIGHT PIPE FOR LED VIEWING
SURFACE TRIM PLATE
SCOPE OF WORK:
NORTH ALARM AND SUPPRESSION SYSTEM L.L.C. SHALL PROVIDE AND
INSTALL NEW ADDRESSABLE FIRE ALARM  PANEL/COMMUNICATOR IN
NEW BUILDING COMPLEX. DUCT DETCTORS SHALL BE MONITORED IN
SPACE FOR SUPERVISORY ONLY. NEW NOTIFICATION WILL BE
SUPPLIED IN NEW SPACE AND INDICATING (CLASS 'B') CIRCUIT SHALL
BE PROVIDED TO MEET NFPA 70 & 72 CODES.    ALL WIRING TO
CONFORM WITH CODES AND STANDARDS.
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FIKE1 10-064-R-1-L SUPPLIED BY FIKEFIRE ALARM CONTROL PANEL
FIKE47 63-1052 SEE DETAIL63-1054
FIKE6 20-1063 SEE DETAILMANUAL RELEASE STATION
FIKE0 55-042 SEE DETAILCONTROL MODULE
FIKE10 55-041 / 55-045 SEE DETAILMONITOR MODULE
FIKE4 55-043 SEE DETAILRELAY MODULE
F.B.O.7 F.B.O. -TAMPER SWITCH
F.B.O.0 F.B.O. -WATERFLOW SWITCH
FIKE1 60-1039 SEE DETAILHEAT DETECTOR W/ BASE 63-1054
SYSTEM SENSOR26 SPSR -WALL MOUNT SPKR/STROBE
SYSTEM SENSOR27 SR -WALL MOUNT STROBE ONLY
-
-
SYSTEM SENSOR0 P2RKW/P HORN/STROBEWP
FIKE1 10-2646 SUPPLIED BY FIKEFIRE ALARM ANNUNCIATOR
FIKE2 27-032 SUPPLIED BY FIKEFIRE ALARM POWER SUPPLY
FIKE4 SEE DETAILDUCT DETECTOR W/ HOUSING 63-105763-1158
FIKE4 02-4998 -REMOTE TEST SWITCH
F.B.O.1 F.B.O.
SYSTEM SENSOR1 SPSCR -CEILING MOUNT SPKR/STROBE
SYSTEM SENSOR2 SCR -CEILING MOUNT STROBE ONLYC
C
SYSTEM SENSOR0 SCRK -W/P STROBEWP
-F.B.O.2 F.B.O.
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IMPORTANT
This drawing and the information and design
application herein contained is the property of
Northstar Alarm and Suppression System L.L.C.
and/or its subsidiaries and is loaned under the
expressed conditions that the same be returned to
them upon request. All information contained
herein shall be treated as secret and confidential.
No reproduction of this drawing or any part thereof
shall be made without the written consent of
Northstar Alarm and Suppression System, L.L.C.
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B
DESIGN CRITERIA
SPRINKLER COVERAGE:
BUILDING HEIGHT:
NUMBER OF STORIES:
CONSTRUCTION TYPE:
CEILING TYPE:
CEILING HEIGHT:
OCCUPANCY LOAD:
OCCUPANCY TYPE:
PERMIT NUMBER:
No
Job:
OXY MIDLAND COMPLEX
Midland, TX 
DEVICE LEGEND
MANUFACTURERQTYSYMBOL DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER ROUGH IN BACKBOX
WIRE LEGEND
LABEL DESCRIPTION TYPE
SLC SIGNALING LINE CIRCUIT 16/2 FPLP
Z# ZONED INITIATING CIRCUIT 16/2 FPLP
N# CONVENTIONAL NAC CIRCUIT 14/2 FPLP
P 24VDC AUXILIARY POWER CIRCUIT 14/2 FPLP
#A#-# NOTIFICATION CIRCUIT FROM CONTROL MODULE 14/2 FPLP
R RELEASE CIRUIT FROM MODULE 14/2 FPLP
SH
EE
T 
8 
O
F 
8
FE
-0
8
I have reviewed these plans and
certify that they comply with the applicable codes
and standards;
Or
certify they were copied from sealed engineering
plans and any violations of the applicable codes or
standards are specifically noted on these plans.
APS Licensee Signature - License #
APS Printed name Date
Austin ? Dallas ? Houston ? San Antonio
12819 WETMORE ROAD
SAN ANTONIO, TX  78247
???????????????????????????????????ACR-1751696                                                                                            
GENERAL NOTES:
FIRE ALARM PANEL PROVIDED AND INSTALLED BY FIRE ALARM CONTRACTOR. ELECTRICAL
CONTRACTOR TO PROVIDE AND INSTALL CONDUIT AND ELECTRICAL SERVICE FOR POWER SUPPLY
TO FIRE ALARM PANEL. WIRING TO FIRE ALARM PANEL FROM ALARM INITIATING DEVICES BY FIRE
ALARM CONTRACTOR.
FIRE SPRINKLER RISERS, FLOW SWITCHES AND TAMPER SWITCHES ON BUTTERFLY VALVES BY SPRINKLER
CONTRACTOR. WIRING AND FLEX CONDUIT FROM SWITCHES TO FIRE ALARM CONTROL PANEL BY
FIRE ALARM CONTRACTOR.
A MEANS FOR TURNING OFF ACTIVATED ALARM NOTIFICATION APPLIANCES SHALL BE PERMITTED
ONLY WHERE IT IS KEY-OPERATED, LOCATED WITHIN A LOCKED CABINET, OR ARRANGED TO
PROVIDE EQUIVALENT PROTECTION AGAINST UNAUTHORIZED USE. (NFPA 72)
EACH MANUAL FIRE ALARM BOX SHALL BE SECURELY MOUNTED. THE OPERABLE PART OF EACH
MANUAL FIRE ALARM BOX SHALL BE NOT LESS THAN 3-1/2 FT. (1.1m0 AND NOT MORE THAN 4-1/2 FT.
(1.37m) ABOVE FLOOR LEVEL. (NFPA 72)
WALL MOUNTED APPLIANCE SHALL BE MOUNTED SUCH THAT THE ENTIRE LENS IS NOT LESS THAN 80
IN. TO THE BOTTOM OF THE LENS.
SMOKE DETECTORS SHALL BE NOT BE INSTALLED UNTIL AFTER THE CONSTRUCTION CLEANUP OF ALL
TRADES IS COMPLETE AND FINAL. (NFPA 72)
THE LOCATION OF SMOKE DETECTORS SHALL BE BASED ON AN EVALUATION OF POTENTIAL AMBIENT
SOURCES OF SMOKE, MOISTURE, DUCT, OR FUMES AND ELECTRICAL OR MECHANICAL INFLUENCES
TO MINIMIZE NUISANCE ALARMS. (NFPA 72)
CONNECTIONS TO LIGHT AND POWER SERVICE SHALL BE ON A DEDICATED BRANCH CIRCUIT(S).
THE CIRCUIT(S) AND CONNECTIONS SHALL BE MECHANICALLY PROTECTED. CIRCUIT
DISCONNECTING MEANS SHALL HAVE A RED MARKING AND SHALL BE IDENTIFIED AS "FIRE ALARM
CIRCUIT CONTROL". (NFPA 72)
APPROVED PLANS AND PERMIT CARD SHALL REMAIN ON SITE DURING THE CONSTRUCTION PHASE
AND SYSTEM TESTING.
AN OWNERS MANUAL AND RECORD DRAWINGS SHALL BE PROVIDED TO THE OWNER UPON
COMPLETION AND FINAL ACCEPTANCE OF THE SYSTEM.
COMPLETE AND EXACT INSTRUCTIONS FOR ACKNOWLEDGE, SILENCE, AND RESET SHALL BE
PROVIDED AT THE REMOTE KEYPAD/FACP FOR FIRE DEPARTMENT USE ONLY.
THE LEAD-ACID TRICKLE CHARGED BATTERY IS SIZED TO OPERATE THE SYSTEM IN NORMAL
SUPERVISORY CONDITION FOR 24 HOURS WITH ADEQUATE RESERVE TO OPERATE SYSTEM  IN ALARM
CONDITION FOR 5 MINUTES.
WHEN BATTERIES ARE USED AS SECONDARY/BACKUP POWER SUPPLY, THEIR INSTALLATION DATE
SHALL BE MARKED ON THEM (EG. MO/YR).
FIRE ALARM SYSTEM IS POWER LIMITED USING PLENUM RATED CABLE. CONDUIT SHALL BE USED IN
ELECTRICAL ROOM, MECHANICAL ROOM, ELEVATOR HOISTWAY, MACHINE ROOM, AND
STAIRWELLS.
NAC CIRCUIT WIRING IS CLASS "B" STYLE "Y".
BUILDING IS MONITORED BY OFF PREMISE MONITORING COMPANY.
FIRE ALARM SYSTEM SYSTEM LAYOUT 4TH FLR SOUTH
SCALE:   1/8" = 1'-0"
6001 DEAUVILLE, TX 79701
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55-045 MINI MONITORING MODULE
55-041 MONITOR MODULE-CLASS B
PULL STATION MONITOR MODULE WIRING
20-1063 / 20-1343
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UNSUPERVISED DRY CONTACT
1. REMOVE BACKING FROM TEMPLATE AND SECURE TO DUCT IN DESIRED LOCATION.
2. CENTER PUNCH AT (2) "A" TARGET CENTERS FOR SAMPLING TUBES.
3. FOR RECTANGULAR SIDE-BY-SIDE MOUNTING CONFIGURATION
  CENTER PUNCH AT (2) "B" TARGET CENTERS FOR MOUNTING TABS.
  -OR-
  FOR SQUARE TOP-OVER-BOTTOM MOUNTING CONFIGURATION
  CENTER PUNCH AT (2) "C" TARGET CENTERS FOR MOUNTING TABS.
4. AT TARGET "A" CENTERS DRILL PILOT HOLES AND CUT TWO 1.375" DIAMETER HOLES
  USING A 1 3/8" HOLES SAW OR PUNCH.
  AT TARGET "B" OR "C" CENTERS DRILL .156" DIAMETER HOLES USING A 5/32" DRILL.
5. FOR SQUARE MOUNTING CONFIGURATION DRILL AN ADDITIONAL .156" DIAMETER
  HOLE AT THE LOCATION OF ONE OF THE MOUNTING TABS ON THE LOWER HOUSING.
6. SEE MANUAL FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS.
DETECTOR MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS
DUCT DETECTOR DETAIL(S)
EXHAUST TUBE.  DO NOT
CUT TO 1/2 OF DUCT
INLET TUBE
WOODEN PLUG
INSERT WOODEN PLUG.
WIDTH WHEN DUCT IS
LESS THAN 24" WIDE
INSERT WOODEN
PLUG THIS END
OF INLET TUBE
INLET TUBE HOLES
FACE UPSTREAM
OF AIR FLOW
TUBE SUPPORT HOLE
ONLY FOR DUCT MORE
THAN 3 FEET WIDE
 INLET TUBE ORIENTATION 
FOR DUCT WIDTH
36 IN. TO 95 IN.
12"
WIDTH
DUCT
DIRECTION
AIR FLOW
 INLET TUBE INSTALLATION 
COMPRESSION
FITTING
EXHAUST TUBE
RETURN AIR
INLET
6 DUCT
WIDTHS MIN.
WIDTHS MIN.
6 DUCT
BEND OR OTHER
OBSTRUCTION
DUCT DETECTOR
MANUAL PULL STATION MOUNTING
4" SQUARE x 2 1/8" DEEP BOX
SUPPLIED BY CONTRACTOR
SINGLE GANG EXTENSION RING (RACO NO.
773) SUPPLIED BY CONTRACTOR
2-GANG BACK BOX COVER
SUPPLIED BY CONTRACTOR
RELAY MODULE
4" SQUARE X 2 1/8" DEEP BOX
SUPPLIED BY CONTRACTOR
SEMI-FLUSH TRIM PLATE (SHOWN)
BACK BOX COVER OPTIONS;
WITH LIGHT PIPE FOR LED VIEWING
WITH LIGHT PIPE FOR LED VIEWING
SURFACE TRIM PLATE
SCOPE OF WORK:
NORTH ALARM AND SUPPRESSION SYSTEM L.L.C. SHALL PROVIDE AND
INSTALL NEW ADDRESSABLE FIRE ALARM  PANEL/COMMUNICATOR IN
NEW BUILDING COMPLEX. DUCT DETCTORS SHALL BE MONITORED IN
SPACE FOR SUPERVISORY ONLY. NEW NOTIFICATION WILL BE
SUPPLIED IN NEW SPACE AND INDICATING (CLASS 'B') CIRCUIT SHALL
BE PROVIDED TO MEET NFPA 70 & 72 CODES.    ALL WIRING TO
CONFORM WITH CODES AND STANDARDS.
FIKE0 10-064-R-1-L SUPPLIED BY FIKEFIRE ALARM CONTROL PANEL
FIKE32 63-1052 SEE DETAIL63-1054
FIKE3 20-1063 SEE DETAILMANUAL RELEASE STATION
FIKE0 55-042 SEE DETAILCONTROL MODULE
FIKE1 55-041 / 55-045 SEE DETAILMONITOR MODULE
FIKE4 55-043 SEE DETAILRELAY MODULE
F.B.O.1 F.B.O. -TAMPER SWITCH
F.B.O.0 F.B.O. -WATERFLOW SWITCH
FIKE3 60-1039 SEE DETAILHEAT DETECTOR W/ BASE 63-1054
SYSTEM SENSOR29 SPSR -WALL MOUNT SPKR/STROBE
SYSTEM SENSOR16 SR -WALL MOUNT STROBE ONLY
-
-
SYSTEM SENSOR0 P2RKW/P HORN/STROBEWP
FIKE0 10-2773 SUPPLIED BY FIKEFIRE ALARM ANNUNCIATOR
FIKE1 27-032 SUPPLIED BY FIKEFIRE ALARM POWER SUPPLY
FIKE4 SEE DETAILDUCT DETECTOR W/ HOUSING 63-105763-1158
FIKE4 02-4998 -REMOTE TEST SWITCH
F.B.O.1 F.B.O.
SYSTEM SENSOR0 SPSCR -CEILING MOUNT SPKR/STROBE
SYSTEM SENSOR0 SCR -CEILING MOUNT STROBE ONLYC
C
SYSTEM SENSOR0 SCRK -W/P STROBEWP
-F.B.O.2 F.B.O.
-SYSTEM SENSOR2 SPWSPEAKER ONLY
DN
DN
MATCH LINE
SEE 2-A2.30-04
SEE 1-A2.30-04
MATCH LINE
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Appendix 10: Fire Sprinkler Plan Drawings 
(Drawings for First and Fourth Floors Only.  Additional Drawings Available Upon Request) 
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Appendix 11: Fire Safety Management Plan 
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1.0 Introduction 
A Fire Safety Management Plan has been developed to inform occupants of their roles and actions to take 
in the event of a fire to ensure the safety of building occupants. The primary objective of this plan is to 
prevent injuries to its employees, contractors and visitors.  It is the duty of all employees, contractors and 
occupants to review this plan and understand their roles and actions to take during an emergency.   
2.0   Building Information  
The Permian Oil Plaza (POP) is a four story building located in Midland, TX.  This facility was designed to 
provide over 200,000 square feet of office space to approximately 500 employees.  The space consists of 
a North and South wing with a Connector Building that houses the main lobby.  Additional building details 
are provided below: 
 Address = 2301 Fictional Blvd  
Midland, Texas 79512 
 Building Height = 56’-6”   
 Number of Stories = 4 
2.1   Occupancy Classification  
In accordance with the International Building 
Code (IBC), the intended use of each portion of 
the building was individually assessed and 
assigned an occupancy classification.  The 
majority of the building is used for office space 
and considered a Business Group B Occupancy.  
In addition to office space, the POP also has 
several large conference rooms that are 
classified as Assembly Group A-3 occupancies.   
Figure 1 provides an illustration of how 
different spaces on the third floor of the POP 
are used/ classified.  Illustrations for the 
remaining floors can be found in Appendix 1. 
2.2   Construction Type  
The POP was constructed of unprotected non-combustible materials in accordance with Type II-B building 
specifications.  
 
 
Figure 1. POP Area Uses (3rd Floor) 
Town Hall 
Room 
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2.3   Occupant Load 
A building’s occupant load is determined by dividing a space’s area by an occupant load factor specified 
for that space.  Since spaces used for different purposes will have different occupant densities, the 
occupant load factor is based on the actual use of a space and not the occupancy classification of the 
building or space.  
Table 1 shows the different uses/ space functions found on each level as well as their combined areas.  
These areas were divided by the occupant load factors prescribed by the Life Safety Code to determine 
each space’s occupant load.  Level 3 has the highest total occupant load due to the densely populated 
assembly areas located on this level.   
 
Level 
Function of 
Space 
Area 
(sf) 
Occupant Load Factor 
(sq. ft./occupant) 
Calculated 
Occupant Load 
Total Occupant 
Load 
1 Business  52,386 100 gross 524 524 
2 
Business  49,128 100 gross 492 
596 Assembly 
(unconcentrated) 
1,550 15 net 104 
3 
Business  44,735 100 gross 448 
1,090 
Assembly 
(unconcentrated) 
4,049 15 net 270 
Assembly 
(concentrated) 
2,601 7 net 372 
4 
Business  46,601 100 gross 466 
642 Assembly 
(unconcentrated) 
2,627 15 net 176 
Total  2,852 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 1: POP Occupant Loads 
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2.4   Fire Resistance 
Due to POP’s Type II-B construction and separation distance, none of the building’s structural elements 
were required to meet a minimum fire resistance rating.  However, specific portions of the building were 
required to be separated from adjacent areas by fire resistive materials.  These areas include the 
following:  
 Stairwells (2-hour fire-resistance rating); 
 Elevator Shafts (2-hour fire-resistance rating); 
 Exit Passageways (2-hour fire-resistance rating); and, 
 Town Hall Room (1-hour fire-resistance rating). 
2.5   Building Fire Safety Features 
 Fire Alarm System - Fire Alarms with visible strobe lights and audible messages are located 
throughout the building. Manual Pull Stations to activate the building alarm system are located 
by each exit.  
 Badge Access - Stairwell Doors and Lobby Doors unlock automatically when a Fire Alarm is 
activated. Elevator badge requirements unlock automatically when a Fire Alarm is activated, but 
should not be used for evacuation unless otherwise notified.  
 Emergency Power - An emergency generator will supply power to emergency lighting and exit 
signs to provide adequate lighting for evacuation purposes. 
 Stairwells - All stairwells in the building are equipped with emergency lighting. 
 Suppression Equipment - Fire extinguishers are located in recessed boxes on each floor. Fire 
extinguishers are not to be used by Company employees unless training has been received. 
 Smoke Detectors - Smoke detectors are located throughout the building and are connected to a 
fire alarm control panel located in the security room N1.113. 
 Sprinklers - A sprinkler system exists throughout the entire building. 
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3.0   Fire Procedures  
In the event of a fire, all employees, contractors and visitors shall follow the instructions described below. 
Instructions for the individual who discovers Fire or Smoke: 
 Remove anyone from immediate danger. 
 Do not attempt to fight the fire unless you have been trained and have assistance. 
 Confine the fire or smoke by closing doors if possible as you evacuate the area.  
 Immediately notify individuals near the area of the fire.  
 Pull the Fire Alarm located at each stairwell exit. 
 If safety is not in jeopardy, call 911 and provide the following information: 
Building name: Permian Oil Plaza 
Building address: 2301 Fictional Blvd  
Nearest cross street: Tenth & Smith 
Location (Floor, room, etc.) of fire, 
Your call back number: (XXX) XXX-XXXX 
DO NOT HANG UP UNTIL THE OPERATOR DOES SO FIRST 
 Evacuate the building using a stairwell located at the ends of each hall and exit the building to the 
nearest Mustering Point (see Appendix A for Mustering Points). 
Instructions for building occupants in the event of a fire alarm: 
 Pay attention to the Floor Warden’s instructions. 
 Evacuate the building using a stairwell located at the ends of each hall and exit the building to the 
nearest Mustering Point (see Appendix 2 for Exit Routes & Mustering Points).  
3.1   Evacuation 
Should it be necessary to evacuate the building, the Fire Alarm will sound with strobe lights and/or an 
Emergency Evacuation Message will be sent through the Cisco IP Phone System by a Security Team 
Member. The phone system will interrupt phone calls to deliver evacuation orders.  
The primary means of evacuation are the stairwells. Elevators are not to be used during a fire evacuation, 
unless you are instructed to do so by emergency responders. It is of extreme importance to evacuate in a 
timely and orderly manner. While evacuating, please remember the following: 
 Remain calm 
 Be quiet during drills and evacuations so that emergency instructions can be heard and clearly 
understood. 
 Only take your essential personal possessions, wallet, purse and/or keys. Do not take your laptop or 
other work related material as this could compromise your safety during an evacuation. There will 
be no re-entry into the building during an emergency. 
 Give priority to the movement of nervous or emotional individuals. 
 When using the stairwells, high-heeled shoes should be removed in order to reduce risk of injury to 
yourself or others. 
 Always go down the inside of the stairwell, as there is a continuous handrail.  
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 Once you have exited the building, proceed immediately to your designated muster point. Remain 
in the designated muster point so you may be accounted for and await further instructions. Primary 
building entryways and adjacent driveways should be clear for first responders. Review Appendix 2 
for Exit Routes & Mustering Points. 
3.2   Mobility-Impaired 
 Complete Appendix 3 and send to the Permian Oil Plaza Security Manager. All information will be 
kept confidential and used for evacuation purposes only. The Security Manager will confidentially 
notify the area Floor Warden. 
 During evacuations, the Floor Warden will ensure first responders assist mobility-impaired 
individuals.  
 If an individual cannot use the stairwells, they must remain on the stairwell landing and the Floor 
Warden will notify the first responders of the situation. 
 If an individual stays behind after the floor has been evacuated, they must move into a stairwell 
landing and close the door. They must not block the stairs. 
4.0 Training 
 All building occupants must be provided a copy and trained annually on the building Fire Safety 
Management Plan. New occupants must receive this information within 14 days of occupying the 
building. 
 Floor Wardens must receive training at least annually. New Floor Wardens must receive training 
shortly after being appointed. 
 Building occupants must attend regularly scheduled meetings/drills to ensure their proficiency 
during an emergency. This should include training on Floor Warden Procedures to enable them to 
assist occupants in the event that Floor Wardens are not available during an emergency. 
5.0 Building Owner Responsibilities 
The building owner is responsible for preparing a Fire Management Plan and ensuring the building 
complies with the Fire Code (NFPA 1).  The following responsibilities are prescribed in NFPA 1 for the 
owner, operator, or occupant: 
 They must notify the AHJ prior to a change of occupancy as specified in 4.5.7 and 10.3.4 of NFPA 1. 
 The AHJ is be permitted to require the owner, operator, or occupant to provide tests or test 
reports, without expense to the AHJ, as proof of compliance with the intent of this Code. 
 The owner, operator, or occupant of a building that is deemed unsafe by the AHJ must abate, 
through corrective action approved by the AHJ, the condition causing the building to be unsafe 
either by repair, rehabilitation, demolition, or other corrective action approved by the AHJ. 
 Any person in control of a building or premises must keep records of all maintenance, inspections, 
and testing of fire protection systems, fire alarm systems, smoke control systems, emergency 
evacuation and relocation drills, emergency action plans, emergency power, elevators, and other 
equipment as required by the AHJ. 
 All records required to be kept are to be maintained until their useful life has been served, as 
required by law, or as required by the AHJ. 
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6.0   Maintenance Plan 
In addition to the aforementioned responsibilities, the building owner, operator, or occupant must ensure 
the building’s fire safety equipment is properly maintained.  All inspections, tests, and maintenance shall 
be documented in a written record.   
6.1   Portable Fire Extinguishers 
Note: Supplementary information for inspection, maintenance and testing of portable fire 
extinguishers can be found in NFPA 10.  
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6.2   Fire Sprinkler System 
Note: Supplementary information for inspection, maintenance and testing of fire sprinkler 
systems can be found in NFPA 25. 
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6.3   Fire Pumps 
Note: Supplementary information for inspection, maintenance and testing of fire pumps can be 
found in NFPA 72. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6.4   Smoke Detectors 
Note: See NFPA 72 for information on inspection, maintenance and testing of smoke detectors. 
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Appendix 1: POP Area Uses 
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Appendix 2: Exits & Muster Points 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4th Floor 3rd Floor 
1st Floor 2ed Floor 
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Employees evacuating the building through the East exit will muster at Muster Point A at the northwest 
side of the parking garage. 
 
Employees evacuating the building through the Northwest exit will muster at Muster Point B at the 
northwest side of the north visitor parking lot. 
 
Employees evacuating the parking garage on the West side will muster at Muster Point C west of the 
tennis court or (D) north of the parking garage. 
 
Employees evacuating the building through the Southwest exit will muster at Muster Point D at the west 
side of the south visitor parking lot. 
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Appendix 3: Confidential Form 
 
Complete Appendix 3 and send it to the Permian Oil Plaza Security Manager 
 
 
Employee’s Name: ____________________________________________________ 
 
 
Building – North or South 
 
 
Floor Number- 1-2-3-4 
 
 
Nature of Mobility Impairment: ________________________________________ 
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Appendix 12: Egress Calculation Details 
 


